
A WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS FORPSEUDODIFFERENTIAL BOUNDARY PROBLEMSGerd GrubbDepartment of Mathematics, University of CopenhagenDedicated to Ralph S. Phillips1Abstract. In a joint work with R. Seeley, a calculus of weakly parametric pseudodi�erentialoperators on closed manifolds was introduced and used to obtain complete asymptotic ex-pansions of traces of resolvents and heat operators associated with the Atiyah-Patodi-Singerproblem. The present paper establishes a generalization to pseudodi�erential boundary op-erators, de�ning weakly polyhomogeneous singular Green operators, Poisson operators andtrace operators associated with a manifold with boundary, as well as a suitable transmissioncondition for pseudodi�erential operators. Full composition formulas are established for thecalculus, which contains the resolvents of APS-type problems. The operators in the calcu-lus have complete asymptotic trace expansions in the parameter (when of trace class), withpolynomial and logarithmic terms. IntroductionParameter-dependent pseudodi�erential operators are of interest in many contexts, inparticular in the study of resolvents of given boundary value problems, and their applica-tion to the construction of complex powers of operators, and solutions of time-dependentproblems. The study of the trace of such operator families leads to the determination ofgeometric invariants | a famous example is the index of an elliptic operator A obtainedas the di�erence between two \heat traces" Tr e�tA�A � Tr e�tAA� . Related examples arezeta function expansions and eta function expansions of di�erential and pseudodi�erentialoperators ( do's).Parameter-dependent calculi are simplest when the parameter � enters in the sameway as the cotangent variables �, with joint polyhomogeneity in (�; �) for j(�; �)j � 1,as considered e.g. in Shubin [S78]; we call such symbols strongly polyhomogeneous. Butsome problems necessitate weaker homogeneity requirements, valid for j�j � 1 only andsupplied with suitable estimates for small � (large �). A very general setup for  do's aswell as for pseudodi�erential boundary operators ( dbo's) was worked out in the book[G86,96]; however, it is somewhat crude in the analysis of traces (giving expansions inKey words and phrases. Pseudodi�erential boundary problems, parameter-dependent, weakly polyho-mogeneous symbols, symbol-kernels, normal trace, trace expansions, logarithmic terms.1This paper is dedicated to Ralph S. Phillips who fostered my interest in the �ner aspects of FunctionalAnalysis | beginning with a Ph.D.-project in the sixties to interpret his abstractly de�ned \lateralboundary conditions", for which pseudodi�erential operators turned out to be a key ingredient. I amgrateful for all that I learned under his guidance. (Appeared in J. Funct. Anal. 184 (2001), 19{76.)1



2 GERD GRUBB�nitely many terms). A �ner and more restricted analysis for  do's on closed manifolds,giving complete asymptotic expansions of traces, was established in a joint work withSeeley [GS95], with applications to the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer problem. The purpose of thepresent paper is to construct a similar calculus of  dbo's on manifolds with boundary,leading to full asymptotic expansions in the parameter.One of the main results is that operator families A(�) = P (�)+ + G(�) of trace classbelonging to this calculus have trace expansions:(1) TrA(�) � 1Xj=0 cj�m�n�j + 1Xl=0(c0l log�+ c00l )�d�l;for � going to 1 in sectors of C where the operator family is de�ned. A large e�ort isspent on developing full composition rules for the elements of the calculus, which will allowthe treatment of quite general operators.The present work began with a sketch made during the collaboration with Seeley thatled to [GS95]. In the treatment of Dirac operators, we �rst thought it necessary to handlegeneral �-dependent  dbo's, but then found a simple way to \reduce to the boundary"(transforming the trace problems to problems for �-dependent  do's on the boundary) sothat the general study was no longer necessary. The present author has continued the workover a long period. The resulting study presented here is concerned with a class of symbolsthat includes all the strongly polyhomogeneous ones, as well as �-independent  do's inthe boundary. However, the present calculus is not made to include compositions with thegeneral �-independent Poisson, trace and singular Green operators of the original Boutetde Monvel calculus [BM71] (except for particularly convenient cases; see Remark 6.11).This is due to the fact that the normal variable plays together with the other variables invery di�erent ways in the �-dependent and the �-independent cases.In this connection it should be mentioned that the special question of asymptotic traceexpansions for operators AR(�) that are compositions of a �-independent  dbo A and aresolvent R(�) of an elliptic di�erential operator problem, is addressed in a joint work withSchrohe [GSc99] by di�erent methods, making a very accurate use of the structure of thesymbols of di�erential operator resolvents as rational functions with well-behaved poles.The present calculus allows obtaining trace expansions for general compositions ofparameter-dependent operators, with general interior symbols. The special cases treatedearlier in [GS95], [G99] depended on having the singular Green operators expressed as�nite combinations Pj�J Kj(�)Sj(�)Tj(�) with strongly polyhomogeneous Poisson andtrace operators Kj and Tj and weakly polyhomogeneous  do's Sj ; this is not needed here.For cases where the manifold has conical singularities or corners instead of a boundary,expansions like (1) have been obtained for elliptic resolvents by Gil [Gi98], Loya [L98].Plan of the paper: In Section 1, we recall some known facts on  dbo's without aparameter. In Section 2, the symbol-kernels and symbols of a basic type of parameter-dependent boundary operators (Poisson, trace and singular Green operators of class 0) areintroduced. Section 3 accounts for how the polyhomogeneous symbols enter in the calculus.Then we give a fairly selfcontained explanation of the composition rules for these operatorsin Section 4, based on a formulation using the xn-variable (the \real formulation"). Thereader who is mainly interested in trace expansions of such operators can go directly toSection 7 from here. However, for a complete calculus including an interior  do and



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 3operators of positive class, we need to use the \complex formulation" (the Wiener-Hopfcalculus in terms of the conormal variable �n in the Fourier transformed setting); this isthe subject of the next sections, where the presentation leans heavily on that of [G86,96]to save repetition. (Henceforth we refer only to [G96]; a reader with [G86] at hand can �ndmost of the information there too.) Section 5 introduces the symbols of positive class andtheir mechanisms, and Section 6 de�nes interior  do's with the appropriate transmissioncondition, and sets up the full composition rules. In Section 7 we draw the conclusions ontrace formulas, establishing expansions of the form (1).1. Background and preliminariesIn order to explain the new calculus, we begin by recalling some elements of the es-tablished theories. In the calculus introduced by Boutet de Monvel [BM71], one considersoperator systems (sometimes called Green operators) on Rn+ = fx 2 Rn j xn � 0g:(1.1) A = 0@P+ +G KT S 1A : C1(Rn+)N�C1(Rn�1)M ! C1(Rn+)N 0�C1(Rn�1)M 0 :Here P is a  do on Rn satisfying the transmission condition at the boundary Rn�1 of Rn+and P+ is its truncation to Rn+,(1.2) P+ = r+Pe+;where r+ means restriction to Rn+ and e+ means extension by 0 on Rn nRn+ ; G is a singularGreen operator (s.g.o.); T is a trace operator; K is a Poisson operator (in some texts calleda potential operator); S is a  do on Rn�1 . More generally, the operators can be de�ned(by the help of local coordinates) to act on a manifold X with boundary X 0.In the calculus of such systems it is important to show that the composition of twoGreen operators A and A0 as in (1.1) gives a Green operator:(1.3) A00 = AA0 = 0@P+ +G KT S 1A0@P 0+ +G0 K 0T 0 S0 1A = 0@P 00+ +G00 K 00T 00 S00 1A ;where (with G00 = L(P; P 0) +G000)(i) P 00 = PP 0 is a  do with the transmission condition;(1.4) (ii) L(P; P 0) = (PP 0)+ � P+P 0+ is an s.g.o.;(iii) G000 = P+G0 +GP 0+ +GG0 +KT 0 is an s.g.o.;(iv) T 00 = TP 0+ + TG0 + ST 0 is a trace operator;(v) K 00 = P+K 0 +GK 0 +KS0 is a Poisson operator;(vi) S00 = TK 0 + SS0 is a  do on �:In fact this involves a number of composition rules among the various operators. The pointof the present work is to de�ne a calculus of parameter-dependent operators respectingthese rules and moreover allowing full asymptotic trace formulas.



4 GERD GRUBBLet us recall the structure of the original operator types G, T and K. They are de�nedby Fourier integral formulas from functions of the form(1.5) ~f(w; xn; �0); ~f(w; xn; yn; �0); f(w; �0; �n); f(w; �0; �n; �n):(The hypotheses imposed on these functions in order to de�ne operators are explainedfurther below.) In the applications, w represents a tangential variable x0 2 Rn�1 (or y0or (x0; y0)), xn; yn 2 R+ are normal variables, and �n; �n 2 R are (conormal) variablescorresponding to xn resp. yn in the Fourier transformed setting. In the following, weinclude a parameter � to save repetition of the formulas later.As in [GK93], [G96], we use the notation: _� means \� a constant, independent ofthe space variable, times"; similarly _� means \� a constant times"; and _= meansthat both _� and _� hold. The constants vary from case to case. As usual we denote(1+j�1j2+: : : j�nj2) 12 = h�i, and denote by [�] a smooth positive function of � that coincideswith j�j for j�j � 12 . We denote f0; 1; 2; : : :g = N .Recall that a pseudodi�erential operator P = OP(p(x; �; �)) is de�ned for each �xed �from a symbol p(x; �; �) by:Pu(x) = OP(p(x; �; �))u = ZRn eix��p(x; �; �)û(�) d{� = ZR2n ei(x�y)��p(x; �; �)u(y) dyd{�;where û(�) = (Fu)(�) = RRn e�ix��u(x) dx, and d{� = (2�)�nd�; here the last expressionallows symbols p depending also on y. For boundary problems, Rn is considered as Rn�1�Rwith coordinates (x0; xn) (or (y0; yn), (�0; �n), etc.); the  do de�nition applied in Rn�1 isdenoted OP0.We �rst recall the \real formulation" of the boundary operators de�ned relative to Rn+.A function ~f(x0; y0; xn; �0; �) de�nes (for each �xed �) a Poisson operator K = OPK( ~f),or a trace operator of class 0, T = OPT( ~f), by:(1.6) (Kv)(x) = OPK( ~f)v = ZR2n�2 ei(x0�y0)��0 ~f(x0; y0; xn; �0; �)v(y0) dy0d{�0;(Tu)(x0) = OPT( ~f)u = ZR2n�2 ei(x0�y0)��0 Z 10 ~f(x0; y0; yn; �0; �)u(y) dyndy0d{�0;for v 2 C10 (Rn�1) resp. u 2 C1(0)(Rn+) = r+C10 (Rn). T is the adjoint of a Poisson operator,namely OPK( ~f(y0; x0; xn; �0; �)). A trace operator of class r � 0 is an operator of the form(1.7) Tr =P0�j<r Sjj + T;where T is as in (1.6), the j are the standard trace operators ju = (Djxnu)jxn=0 and theSj are  do's on Rn�1 ; here T is well-de�ned on L2 functions in contrast to the j . (Thegeneral trace operators are also covered if we include compositions TDjxn , j 2 N , since(1.8) Sjj = Sjj(hD0i � iDn)�j�1+ (hD0i � iDn)j+1 = T 0j(hD0i � iDn)j+1;where T 0j = Sjj(hD0i � iDn)�j�1+ is a trace operator of class 0 by [GK93, (1.34) andLemma 3.4].)



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 5A function ~f(x0; y0; xn; yn; �0; �) de�nes for each � a singular Green operator of class 0(1.9) (Gu)(x) = OPG( ~f)u = ZR2n�2 ei(x0�y0)��0 Z 10 ~f(x0; y0; xn; yn; �0; �)u(y) dyndy0d{�0;for u 2 C1(0)(Rn+). More generally, a singular Green operator of class r � 0 is an operatorof the form(1.10) Gr =P0�j<rKjj +G;where the Kj are Poisson operators and G is as above.The function ~f in (1.6) resp. (1.9) is called the symbol-kernel ofK or T , resp. G. When ~kde�nes a Poisson operator, the function k(w; �0; �n; �) obtained by Fourier transformationFxn!�n of e+~k(w; xn; �0; �) is called the associated Poisson symbol. When ~t de�nes atrace operator of class 0, the associated trace symbol t(w; �0; �n; �) is obtained from e+~tby co-Fourier transformation Fxn!�n . Here Fxn!�nu = R e�ixn�nu(xn) dxn, Fxn!�nu =R e+ixn�nu(xn) dxn. When ~g(x0; y0; xn; yn; �0; �) de�nes a singular Green operator of class0, the associated singular Green symbol is g(x0; y0; �0; �n; �n; �) = Fxn!�nFyn!�ne+xne+yn~g.We shall use the abbreviations S+ and S++ for the spaces S(R+) and S(R2++) (whereR2++ = R+�R+):(1.11) S+ = S(R+); the restriction of S(R) to R+;S++ = S(R2++); the restriction of S(R2) to R+�R+;the symbol-kernels are in these spaces as functions of xn, resp. (xn; yn).Next, we recall the \complex formulation", where the symbols are used. Here one usesthe conventions (where C [�n ] stands for the space of polynomials in �n):(1.12) F(e+S+) = H+ = H+�1; F(e+S+) = H��1; F(e+S+) _+C [�n ] = H�;H+ _+H� = H; Fxn!�nFyn!�ne+xne+ynS++ = H+
̂H��1;Fe+r+F�1 = h+; Fe+r+F�1 = h��1; I � h+ = h�;the operators h+, h��1 and h� are projections inH with rangeH+, H��1 resp.H�. (Furtherdetails are found e.g. in [G96, Sect. 2.2].) The  dbo's are de�ned from the symbols bysuitably interpreted formulas:(1.13)(Kv)(x) = OPK(k)v = ZR2n�1 ei(x0�y0)��0+ixn�nk(x0; y0; �; �)v(y0) dy0d{�;(Tu)(x0) = OPT(t)u = ZR2n ei(x0�y0)��0�iyn�nt(x0; y0; �; �)u(y) dyd{�;(Gu)(x) = OPG(g)u = ZR2n+1 ei(x0�y0)��0+ixn�n�iyn�ng(x0; y0; �; �n; �)u(y) dyd{�d{�n:The integrations in �n are here often understood as \plus-integrals": R + '(�n) d�n is theusual integral when ' 2 L1(R), and it equals RL+ '(�n) d�n when ' extends to a meromor-phic function on C + = fz 2 C j Im z > 0g; then L+ is taken as a contour in C + aroundthe poles in C + .



6 GERD GRUBBThe standard requirements for symbol-kernels and symbols of trace and Poisson oper-ators without a parameter (cf. [BM71], [G96, Ch. 1]) are as follows: A trace or Poissonsymbol-kernel ~f(w; xn; �) of degree m is a function in C1(R��R+�Rn�1) that is in S+with respect to xn and satis�es(1.14) supxn�0 jxln@l0xn@�w@�� ~f(w; xn; �)j _� h�im+1�l+l0�j�j;for all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0 2 N . An equivalent statement is that(1.15) kxln@l0xn@�w@�� ~f(w; xn; �)kL2(R+) _� h�im+ 12�l+l0�j�j;for all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0 2 N .The associated Poisson symbol f(w; �; �n) = Fxn!�ne+ ~f satis�es (equivalently)(1.16) kh+@l�n�l0n@�w@�� f(w; �; �n)kL2(R) _� h�im+ 12�l+l0�j�j;for all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0 2 N . These symbols extend to C1 functions of�n 2 C � that are holomorphic on C � = fz 2 C j Im z < 0g. It is useful to observe thatthe estimates (1.16) hold also on lines Im �n = �c with c � 0, uniformly in c (in view ofthe Paley-Wiener theorem).Similarly, the associated trace symbol fc(w; �; �n) = Fxn!�ne+ ~f satis�es (equivalently)(1.17) kh��1@l�n�l0n@�w@�� fc(w; �; �n)kL2(R) _� h�im+ 12�l+l0�j�j;for all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0 2 N . The symbols fc extend smoothly to holomorphicfunctions on C + , and the estimates (1.17) hold on lines Im �n = c with c � 0, uniformlyin c.The estimates in (1.14){(1.15) are in particular satis�ed at each w by C1 functions~f(w; xn; �) that are in S+ with respect to xn and have the following quasi-homogeneity:(1.18) ~f(w; xna ; a�) = am+1 ~f(w; xn; �); for a � 1; j�j � 1; all xn 2 R+:To see this, note that for j�j � 1,j ~f(w; xn; �)j = j�jm+1j ~f(w; j�jxn; �=j�j)j � j�jm+1 supun�0;j�j=1 j ~f(w; un; �)jand that xln@l0xn@�w@�� ~f satis�es (1.18) with m+ 1 replaced by m+ 1� l + l0 � j�j.Since Fxn!�ne+ ~f(w; xna ; a�) = af(w; a�; a�n);the corresponding Poisson symbol f(w; �; �n) is homogeneous in (�; �n) of degree m forj�j � 1:(1.19) f(w; a�; a�n) = amf(w; �; �n) for a � 1; j�j � 1:The corresponding trace symbol fc is likewise homogeneous of degree m.



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 7Since the homogeneity degree of these symbols is unambiguously de�ned (in contrastto the quasi-homogeneity property (1.18) where one could also let a shift from xn to bxnbe decisive), our de�nition of degree will always refer to that of the symbol. The reason wesay that the functions satisfying (1.14){(1.17) are of degree m is that they obey the sameestimates as functions associated with homogeneous symbols of degree m. Accordingly, weshall denote by(1.20) Sm(R��Rn�1 ;S+); Sm(R��Rn�1 ;H+); resp. Sm(R��Rn�1 ;H��1);the space of functions ~f(w; xn; �0), f(w; �0; �n), resp. fc(w; �0; �n) satisfying (1.15), (1.16)resp. (1.17). Short indications of the spaces in (1.20) are Sm(S+), Sm(H+), resp. Sm(H��1).A function ~f(w; xn; �) (and the associated function f = Fxn!�ne+ ~f) is said to be a clas-sical polyhomogeneous Poisson symbol-kernel (resp. symbol) of degree m, when there is asequence of symbols fj homogeneous of degreem�j, and corresponding quasi-homogeneoussymbol-kernels ~fj , such that rJ = f �Pj<J fj resp. ~rJ = ~f �Pj<J ~fJ satis�es the esti-mates (1.16) resp. (1.14){(1.15) with m replaced by m � J , for any J . There are similarconventions for trace symbol-kernels and symbols.Example 1.1. A simple and important example of a Poisson symbol-kernel is ~f(xn; �) =e�xn[�], which is quasi-homogeneous as in (1.18) with m = �1, and hence satis�es (1.14){(1.15) and lies in S�1(R��Rn�1 ;S+). (Recall that OPK(e�xnh�0i) is the solution operatorfor the Dirichlet problem (1 � �)u(x) = 0 on Rn+ , u(x0; 0) =  (x0).) The correspondingsymbol Fxn!�ne+e�xn[�] = ([�]+ i�n)�1 is homogeneous of degree �1 in (�; �n) for j�j � 1.Besides the degree, there is also a convention of assigning orders to the operators andtheir symbols. Here, when a symbol-kernel ~f(w; xn; �) is of degree m, the Poisson operatorit de�nes is said to be of order m+1, whereas the trace operator it de�nes is said to be oforder m. This convention that stems from [BM71] and is also used in [G96], is chosen sothat the composition TK of a trace operator of order m1 and a Poisson operator of orderm2 is a  do in Rn�1 of order m1 +m2. In the present paper we shall mainly speak of thedegree, since there is a large amount of other indices to keep track of.A singular Green symbol-kernel ~f(w; xn; yn; �) of degree m and class 0 is a function inC1(R��R2++�Rn�1) that is in S++ (cf. (1.11)) with respect to (xn; yn) and satis�es:(1.21) supxn;yn�0 jxln@l0xnykn@k0yn@�w@�� ~f(w; xn; yn; �)j _� h�im+2�l+l0�k+k0�j�j;for all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0; k; k0 2 N. Equivalently,(1.22) kxln@l0xnykn@k0yn@�w@�� ~f(w; xn; yn; �)kL2(R2++) _� h�im+1�l+l0�k+k0�j�j;for all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0; k; k0 2 N . (Note that we here have a Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the integral operator on R+ with this kernel.) There is a third, equivalentformulation in terms of the associated symbol f(w; �; �n; �n) = Fxn!�nFyn!�ne+xne+yn ~f ; itshould satisfy:(1.23) kh+�nh��1;�n@l�n�l0n@k�n�k0n @�w@�� f(w; �; �n; �n)kL2(R2) _� h�im+1�l+l0�k+k0�j�j;



8 GERD GRUBBfor all indices � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , l; l0; k; k0 2 N . These symbols extend smoothly tofunctions of (�n; �n) 2 C ��C + that are holomorphic on C ��C + , such that the estimateshold for Im �n = �c1, Im �n = c2, uniformly in c1; c2 � 0.We use the symbol-kernels (the (xn; yn)-formulation) in the immediate treatment ofboundary operators, since they are easy to explain in a selfcontained way. But when weget to compositions with (interior)  do's in Section 5 below, we need the symbols and theFourier transformed spaces. From then on we make heavy use of the constructions in thebook [G96].The estimates in (1.21){(1.22) are in particular satis�ed, at each w, by C1 functions~f(w; xn; yn; �) that are in S++ with respect to (xn; yn) and have the following quasi-homogeneity:(1.24) ~f(w; xna ; yna ; a�) = am+2 ~f(w; xn; yn; �); for a � 1; j�j � 1; all (xn; yn) 2 R2++:Here the corresponding symbol f(w; �; �n; �n) is homogeneous in (�; �n; �n) of degree m forj�j � 1:(1.25) f(w; a�; a�n; a�n) = amf(w; �; �n; �n); for a � 1; j�j � 1:As in the case of Poisson and trace symbol-kernels, the degree of ~f or f refers to thehomogeneity degree of the symbol f (and, for polyhomogeneous symbols, of its principalpart).Again we shall use the degree as indexation for the symbol- and symbol-kernel families,both for the symbols that are homogeneous and for those that just have estimates (1.21){(1.23) like those of homogeneous functions. Thus, we shall denote by(1.26) Sm(R��Rn�1 ;S++); resp. Sm(R��Rn�1 ;H+
̂H��1);the space of functions ~f(w; xn; yn; �0), resp. f(w; �0; �n; �n) satisfying (1.22) resp. (1.23).For a short notation we write Sm(S++) resp. Sm(H+
̂H��1). An s.g.o. of degree m is saidto be of order m+ 1 (this �ts well with composition rules).Finally, recall the basic composition rule for  do's: When P = OP(p(x; �; s)) andQ = OP(q(x; �; t)) (with parameters s and t), then PQ has symbol p Æ q, where(1.27) p(x; �; s) Æ q(x; �; t) � X�2Nn (�i)j�j�! @�� p(x; �; s)@�x q(x; �; t):We write Æ0 instead of Æ when the rule is applied with respect to variables x0; �0 2 Rn�1only. In compositions with boundary operators, Æ0 is applied in the tangential variablesand there are special rules (denoted Æn) for the normal variable. Details are given e.g. in[G96] and will be taken up in the following when relevant.2. Parameter-dependent symbol-kernelsWe shall now introduce symbol classes depending on a parameter �. Here we denoteh(�; �)i = h�; �i and [(�; �)] = [�; �].



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 9Let � denote a sector in the complex plane (� � C n f0g). As the sector � we usuallytake either R+ or a sector of the form f� 2 C j � 6= 0; j arg�j < �0g, for some �0 > 0; then��1 = �.For our de�nition of symbols of boundary operators it is convenient to generalize theusual  do symbol spaces, valued in C , to symbols taking values in L2(R+), L1(R+),L2(R2++) and other Banach spaces B. Then we de�ne Sm(R��Rn�1 ; B) to be the spaceof C1 functions p(w; �0) from (w; �0) 2 R��Rn�1 to B satisfying(2.1) k@�w@��0p(w; �0)kB _� h�0im�j�j; for all �; �:The symbol spaces Sm;d introduced in [GS95] will now be generalized in this manner,including moreover a growth factor and a power of [�0; �]:De�nition 2.1. Let m and Æ 2 R, d and s 2 Z. Let B be a Banach space, e.g., B = C ,Lp(R+) or Lp(R2++), p 2 [1;1]. The space Sm;0;0Æ (R� �Rn�1 ;�; B) consists of the C1functions ~f from (w; �0; �) 2 R� �Rn�1�� to ~f(w; �0; �) 2 B that satisfy, for all � 2Nn�1 ; � 2 N� ; j 2 N , with � = 1z ,(2.2) hz�0i�Æk@�w@��0@jjzj ~f(w; �0; 1z )kB _� h�0im�j�j+j; for 1z 2 �;with uniform estimates for jzj � 1, 1z in closed subsectors of �.Moreover, we set(2.3) Sm;d;sÆ (R��Rn�1 ;�; B) = �d[�0; �]sSm;0;0Æ (R��Rn�1 ;�; B):Here we write ~f as ~f(w; xn; �0; �) resp. ~f(w; xn; yn; �0; �) when B is a space of functionsof xn, resp. (xn; yn) (e.g., B = Lp;xn(R+) or Lp;xn;yn(R2++)).For s = 0, Æ = 0 this is a generalization of the symbol space Sm;d de�ned in [GS95]to Banach space valued functions. The functions are called holomorphic in � if theyare holomorphic in � 2 Æ� for j(�0; �)j � " (some " > 0); this property is preserved incompositions. We write @jzj instead of @z as in [GS95], since it is really the radial derivativesthat are controlled by the estimates, and jzj will be used as a real variable. In detail, theestimates to be satis�ed by functions in Sm;d;sÆ (R��Rn�1 ;�; B) are, with z = 1� ,(2.4) hz�0i�Æk@�w@��0@jjzj(zd[�0; 1z ]�s ~f(w; �0; 1z ))kB _� h�0im�j�j+j; for 1z 2 �;uniformly for jzj � 1, 1z in closed subsectors of �.The powers of [�0; 1z ] are included to accommodate strongly polyhomogeneous symbolsin a convenient way; cf. (2.28) and Theorem 3.2 below. Æ will usually be 0 when B equalsC , L2(R2++) or an L1 space, resp. a half-integer � 12 when B = L2(R+). (The half-integerpowers of hz�0i do not �t well into the calculus otherwise.) When Æ = 0 it is omitted fromthe notation, and when both s and Æ are 0, we often use the simpler notation(2.5) Sm;d;00 (R��Rn�1 ;�; B) = Sm;d(R��Rn�1 ;�; B):



10 GERD GRUBBAs usual, such function spaces are provided with the Fr�echet topologies de�ned by theassociated systems of seminorms, e.g.,supw2R�; �02Rn�1; z2�0; jzj�1h�0i�m+j�j�jhz�0i�Æk@�w@��0@jjzj(zd[�0; 1z ]�s ~f(w; �0; 1z ))kB:Note that [�0; 1z ] = j(�0; 1z )j for jzj � 1, and that(2.6) j(�0; 1z )j = j(�0; �)j = j�j j(�0=�; 1)j = j�j h�0=�i = jzj�1hz�0i; when � = 1z :We henceforth use the short notation � for [�0; �] (as in [G96]), so from now on,(2.7) � = [�0; 1z ] = [�0; �]; with � = 1z :It is convenient to have several choices of Æ available; fortunately the various spaceshave simple relations to each other:Lemma 2.2. One has for all � 2 Nn�1 , j 2 N , � 2 R,(2.8) j@��0@jzhz�0i�j _� h�0ij�j�jhz�0i��j ;Hence, for all m; d; s; Æ:(2.9) Sm;d;sÆ (�; B) = Sm;d�1;s+1Æ�1 (�; B):Proof. Observe that@jjzjhz�0i� = Xjj=jC�0@�0h�0i�j�0=jzj�0 = Xjj=j �0f�;(jzj�0);where f�;(�0) 2 S��jj = S��j . Then@��0@jjzjhz�0i� = Xjj=j @��0(�0f�;(jzj�0)) = Xjj=jX��� c�@��0�0@����0 f�;(jzj�0)= Xjj=j X���;�� �0�� jzjj���jf�;;���(jzj�0);where f�;;���(�0) 2 S��j�j���j. Hencej@��0@jjzjhz�0i�j _� Xjj=j X���;�� j�0jj��jjzjj���jhz�0i��j�j���j_� X���;j�j�j j�0jj�j�jh�0ij���jhz�0i��j _� h�0ij�j�jhz�0i��j ;where we have used that jzjkhz�0i�k = [�0; 1z ]�k _� h�0i�k for k � 0, jzj � 1.



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 11To show the inclusion from left to right in (2.9), let g(w; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;sÆ (�; B). We canassume that d = s = 0, since the general case is reduced to this by multiplication of g byzd��s. That g(w; �0; �) 2 Sm;0;0Æ means thatk@�w@��0@jjzjg(w; �0; 1z )kB _� hz�0iÆh�0im+j�j�jfor all indices. Since jzj�1[�0; 1z ]�1 = hz�0i�1, g(w; �0; �) 2 Sm;�1;1Æ�1 means thatk@�w@��0@jjzj(hz�0i�1g(w; �0; 1z ))kB _� hz�0iÆ�1h�0im+j�j�jfor all indices, so this is what we have to show. We can disregard w in the following. Using(2.8) with � = �1, we have:@��0@jjzj(hz�0i�1g(�0; 1z )) =P���; k�j c�;k[@��0@kjzjhz�0i�1][@����0 @j�kjzj g(�0; 1z )]:Then we �nd, using the estimates of hz�0i�1:k@��0@jjzj(hz�0i�1g(�0; 1z ))kB �P���;k�j jc�;k@kjzj@��0hz�0i�1jk@����0 @j�kjzj g(�0; 1z )kB_� Xk�j;�<�h�0ik�j�jhz�0i�1hz�0iÆh�0im+j�k�j���j _� hz�0iÆ�1h�0im+j�j�j;as was to be shown. The other inclusion uses (2.8) with � = 1 in a similar way. �Example 2.3. To motivate the scaling in xn in the following de�nition of parameter-dependent boundary symbols, consider the basic example ~f(xn; �0; �) = e�xnj(�0;�)j (withFourier transform Fxn!�ne+ ~f = (j(�0; �)j+ i�n)�1); it is the symbol-kernel of the Poissonoperator solving the Dirichlet problem (�� + �2)u(x) = 0 on Rn+ , u(x0; 0) =  (x0), for� > 0. Setting � = 1z , we �nd for ~f(xn; �0; 1z ) = exnz�1hz�i, by use of the fact that(2.10) supxn�0 xkne��xn = ck��k; ck = kke�k;that for each j, supxn�0 j@jz ~f(xn; �0; 1z )j isO(z�j) for each �0. This does not comply with theuniform estimates in z � 1 required in (2.2) (with Æ = 0, B = L1(R+)). But if we replacexn by zun, we �nd using (2.8) that the resulting function ~f1(un; �0; z) = ~f(zun; �0; 1z ) =e�unhz�0i has supun�0 j@jze�unhz�0ij _� h�0ij, j 2 N, which �ts well with (2.2). (It is easy tocheck a few steps by hand calculation; a systematic proof covering this case is given belowin Theorem 3.2, see Example 3.4.)A reader wanting to bypass the complex formulation in Sections 5{6 can disregard theinformation on symbols below in De�nition 2.4 3Æ{4Æ, (2.17), (2.19), etc.De�nition 2.4. Let m 2 R, d and s 2 Z.1Æ The space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;S+) (briey denoted Sm;d;s(�;S+)) consists of thefunctions ~f(w; xn; �0; �) in C1(R��R+�Rn�1��) satisfying, for all l; l0 2 N ,(2.11) hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z ) 2 Sm;d;s+1(R��Rn�1 ;�; L1;un(R+))(equivalently, uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z ) 2 Sm;d+l�l0;s+1�l+l0(�; L1;un(R+))):



12 GERD GRUBB2Æ The space Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S++) (briey denoted Sm;d;s(�;S++)) consists of thefunctions ~f(w; xn; yn; �0; �) in C1(R��R2++�Rn�1��) satisfying, for all l; l0; k; k0 2 N ,(2.12) hz�0il�l0+k�k0uln@l0unvkn@k0vn ~f(w; jzjun; jzjvn; �0; 1z )2 Sm;d;s+2(R��Rn�1 ;�; L1;un;vn(R2++)):3Æ The spaces obtained from Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S+) by Fourier transformation, resp.co-Fourier transformation,(2.13) ~f 7! f(w; �0; �n; �) = Fxn!�ne+ ~f; resp. ~f 7! fc(w; �0; �n; �) = Fxn!�ne+ ~f;are denoted Sm;d;s(R� � Rn�1 ;�;H+) resp. Sm;d;s(R� � Rn�1 ;�;H��1) (brief notationSm;d;s(�;H+) resp. Sm;d;s(�;H��1) ).4Æ The space obtained from Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S++) by Fourier and co-Fourier trans-formation,(2.14) ~f 7! f(w; �0; �n; �n; �) = Fxn!�nFyn!�ne+xne+yn ~f;is denoted Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H��1) (brief notation Sm;d;s(�;H+
̂H��1)).De�nition 2.5.1Æ The functions in Sm;d;s(�;S+) are thePoisson symbol-kernels and trace symbol-kernels of class 0 of degree m + d + s, in the parametrized calculus. The functions inSm;d;s(�;H+) are the Poisson symbols, and the functions in Sm;d;s(�;H��1) are thetrace symbols of class 0, of degree m+ d+ s, in the parametrized calculus.2Æ The functions in Sm;d;s(�;S++) resp. Sm;d;s(�;H+
̂H��1) are the singular Greensymbol-kernels, resp. singular Green symbols, of class 0, and degree m+ d+ s, inthe parametrized calculus.There is some explanation for the +1 resp. +2 in the s-index in (2.11) resp. (2.12) inthe following proposition, which shows how the indices in the Sm;d;s-estimates are modi-�ed when the Poisson, trace and singular Green symbol-kernels are replaced by symbols(Fourier transforms). The indices have the most natural values when we use L1 normsfor the symbols, included in Section 5. As we shall see in Section 3, the degree indicationm+ d+ s is consistent with the homogeneity degree of the principal part of polyhomoge-neous symbols in the calculus.Proposition 2.6.1Æ A C1 function ~f(w; xn; �0; �) belongs to Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S+) if and only if, forall l; l0 2 N ,(2.15) hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z ) 2 Sm;d+1;s12 (R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;un(R+)):Here (2.15) can be replaced by(2.16) hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z ) 2 Sm;d;s+1� 12 (R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;un(R+)):



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 13Moreover, the properties (2.15) are equivalent with the following properties of theFourier transform or co-Fourier transform (2.13):(2.17) hz�0il�l0h�1@l�n�l0n f(w; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z ) 2 Sm;d;s12 (R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;�n(R)):2Æ A C1 function ~f(w; xn; yn; �0; �) belongs to Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S++) if and only if,for all l; l0; k; k0 2 N ,(2.18) hz�0il�l0+k�k0uln@l0unvkn@k0vn ~f(w; jzjun; jzjvn; �0; 1z )2 Sm;d+1;s+1(R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;un;vn(R2++)):The properties (2.18) are equivalent with the following properties of the Fourier andco-Fourier transform (2.14):(2.19) hz�0il�l0+k�k0h�1;�nh�1;%n@l�n�l0n@k%n%k0n f(w; �0; j 1z j�n; j 1z j%n; 1z )2 Sm;d�1;s+1(R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;�n;%n(R2)):Proof. For functions in S+ one has the well-known inequalities(2.20) k'(un)k2L1(R+) � 2k'(un)kL2(R+)k@un'(un)kL2(R+);k'k2L2(R+) = Z 10 1+"2u2n1+"2u2n j'(un)j2 dun� c("k'(un)k2L1(R+) + "�1kun'(un)k2L1(R+));for all " > 0. In detail, the statement in (2.11) means that for all j; �; �,(2.21) k@�w@��0@jjzj(zd��s�1hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z ))kL1(R+) _� h�0im+j�j�j;and the statement in (2.15) means that for all j; �; �,(2.22)hz�0i� 12 k@�w@��0@jjzj(zd+1��shz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z ))kL2;un(R+) _� h�0im+j�j�j;valid uniformly for jzj � 1, 1z in closed subsectors of �. To pass from (2.22) to (2.21), weuse the �rst inequality in (2.20). The basic step is the inequality in the case d = s = j = 0,� and � = 0:k��1hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z )k2L1(R+) = kzhz�0il�l0�1uln@l0un ~fk2L1(R+)� 2kzhz�0il�l0�1uln@l0un ~fkL2;un(R+)kzhz�0il�l0�1@un(uln@l0un ~f)kL2;un(R+)_� hz�0i� 12 h�0im(kzhz�0il�l0�1ul�1n @l0un ~fkL2 + kzhz�0il�l0�1uln@l0+1un ~fkL2) _� h�0i2m;the general estimates follow the same pattern.



14 GERD GRUBBTo pass from (2.21) to (2.22), we use the second inequality in (2.20) with " = hz�0i�1,to get the basic estimate:(2.23) hz�0i�1kzhz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z )k2L2;un(R+)= k��1hz�0il�l0+ 12uln@l0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z )k2L2;un(R+)_� k��1hz�0il�l0uln@l0un ~fk2L1 + k��1hz�0il�l0+1ul+1n @l0un ~fk2L1 _� h�0i2m;and the other estimates follow the same pattern. This shows the equivalence of the set ofconditions (2.11) with the set of conditions (2.15), and the equivalence with (2.16) followsimmediately from (2.9).For the Fourier transform, we note that the statement in (2.17) means that for all j; �; �,(2.24)hz�0i� 12 kh�1@�w@��0@jjzj�zd��shz�0il�l0�ln@l0�nf(w; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z )�kL2;�n (R) _� h�0im+j�j�j(uniformly for jzj � 1, 1z in closed subsectors of �). Now the Fourier transform ofe+uln@l0un ~f(jzjun) is j 1z jh�1(@l�n�l0n f(j 1z j�n)), having the factor j 1z j. This explains the shiftfrom d+ 1 to d in the power of z, and with this taken into account, the passage between(2.15) and (2.17) follows immediately from the Parseval-Plancherel theorem. The sameholds for the passage to (2.18), and we have shown 1Æ.For 2Æ, we use the results of 1Æ with respect to both variables un and vn. This showsthat Sm;d;s+2(�; L1(R2++)) in (2.12) can be replaced by Sm;d+2;s1 (�; L2;un;vn(R2++)). ByLemma 2.2, this equals Sm;d+1;s+1(�; L2;un;vn(R2++)), so (2.12) is equivalent with (2.18).Equation (2.19) follows by the Parseval-Plancherel theorem, when we observe that theFourier transformations remove a factor jzj2. �The function e�xn[�0;�] considered in Example 2.3 belongs to S0;0;�1(R+ ;S+); cf. Ex-ample 3.4 below.Remark 2.7. We cannot easily �t �-independent symbols into this calculus, since thecoordinate change xn = jzjun �ts badly with their properties and does not give the desiredz-boundedness of derived expressions. For example, e�xn[�0] = e�unz[�0] (z 2 R+ ) satis�es:supR+ j@jze�unz[�0]j = cjz�j (cf. (2.10)), which get more out of control for z ! 0, the largerj is taken. (This does not exclude that compositions with this symbol can lead to operatorsin the calculus; see Remark 6.11.)We denote(2.25) \m2RSm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;K) = S�1;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;K);[m2RSm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;K) = S1;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;K);for K = S+;H+;H��1;S++; or H+
̂H��1 (a similar convention is used for other scales ofsymbol spaces).As in the case of  do symbols treated in [GS95], there are some straightforward rulesfor application of @��0 or @�w, multiplication by zk or [�0; 1z ]r, to these symbol spaces:



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 15Lemma 2.8. The following mappings are continuous:(2.26) (i) @�w@��0 : Sm;d;s ! Sm�j�j;d;s;(ii) zk : Sm;d;s �! Sm;d�k;s;(iii) [�0; 1z ]r : Sm;d;s �! Sm;d;s+r;for � 2 Nn�1 , � 2 N� , k; r 2 Z. Similar statements hold with S replaced by S or SÆ.We also have the product rule:Lemma 2.9. Let q(w; �0; �) 2 Sm0;d0;s0(R��Rn�1 ;�; C ). When ~f is in one of the spacesde�ned in De�nition 2.1 or 2.4, the product q ~f is in the space obtained by replacing m; d; sby m+m0; d+ d0; s+ s0.Proof. Follows easily by the Leibniz rule. �We have in view of [GS95, Lemma 1.13] that for integer m (cf. also (2.5)),(2.27) h�0; �im; j(�; �)jm and [�0; �]m 2 S0;0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ; C )� � Sm;0(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ; C ) + S0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ; C ) if m � 0;Sm;0(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ; C ) \ S0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ; C ) if m � 0;(The powers of j(�0; �)j have this property since the uniformity in the symbol estimates isrequired only for � � 1, where j(�0; �)j equals [�0; �] treated in [GS95].) In compositionsof Sm;d spaces with powers of [�0; �] one �nds the consequential shifts in the indices; inparticular when composing with a positive power one needs to keep track of a sum of twodi�erent spaces. It is in order to avoid this complicated accounting, that we have includedcompositions with powers of [�0; �] in the notation by the third upper index s.From (2.27) and Lemma 2.9 follows that any of the spaces introduced above satis�es:(2.28) Sm;d;s � � Sm+s;d;0 + Sm;d+s;0 if s � 0;Sm+s;d;0 \ Sm;d+s;0 if s � 0:Note that for k integer � 0,(2.29) Sm+k;d;s � Sm;d;s+k \ Sm+k;d�k;s+k;since ~f 2 Sm+k;d;s implies ��k ~f 2 Sm;d;s \ Sm+k;d�k;s by Lemma 2.9 and (2.27).Note also that multiplication by one of the functions in (2.27) maps Sm1;d;s intoSm1;d;s+m, which by (2.27) is contained in Sm1+m;d;s + Sm1;d+m;s if m � 0, and inSm1+m;d;s \ Sm1;d+m;s if m � 0.These statements as well as (2.28), (2.29) likewise hold with S replaced by S or SÆ.The operators @jxn and xj0n act on the symbol-kernel spaces as follows:Lemma 2.10.1Æ Let ~f 2 Sm;d;s(�;S+). Then for j; j0 2 N ,(2.30) xjn@j0xn ~f 2 Sm;d;s�j+j0(�;S+);



16 GERD GRUBBand the mapping xjn@j0xn is continuous for these spaces.2Æ Let ~f 2 Sm;d;s(�;S++). Then for i; i0; j; j0 2 N ,(2.31) xin@i0xnyjn@j0yn ~f 2 Sm;d;s�i+i0�j+j0(�;S++);and the mapping xin@i0xnyjn@j0yn is continuous for these spaces.Proof. By (2.11),uln@l0un [xjn@j0xn ~f(w; xn; �0; 1z )]xn=jzjun = uln@l0unujn@j0un ~f(w; jzjun; �0; 1z )jzjj�j02 zj�j0Sm;d+l�l0+j�j0;s�j+j0�l+l0 = �j�j0Sm;d�l+l0;s�l+l0 ;here we use that @l0un(ujng) = Pl00�l0 Cl00uj�l00n @l0�l00un g, where l00 cancels out in the endresult. This shows (2.30); the proof of 2Æ is similar. �Symbols may appear as described in terms of asymptotic series. Here, when ~f 2Sm;d;s(�;S+) and ~fm�j 2 Sm�j;d;s(�;S+) for j 2 N , ~f � Pj2N ~fm�j means that forany J 2 N , ~f �Pj<J ~fm�j 2 Sm�J;d;s(�;S+). There is the usual fact that for a givensequence of symbols ~fm�j 2 Sm�j;d;s(�;S+), j 2 N , there exists (by a Borel-type con-struction) a symbol ~f 2 Sm;d;s(�;S+) such that ~f �Pj2N ~fm�j. Similar statements holdfor the classes Sm;d;s(�;S++).Remark 2.11. One of the important properties of the parameter-dependent  do symbolsintroduced in [GS95] is a kind of Taylor expansion in z for z ! 0 (this is an entirelydi�erent type of asymptotic expansion than the one de�ned above). It does not generalizeto boundary operators in a simple way, because of the scaling in the normal variable inour estimates. What we can show is the following:When ~g 2 Sm;d;0(R��Rn�1 ;�;S++) with symbol g 2 Sm;d;0(R��Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H��1),then the limits(2.32) ~g(d;j)(w; un; vn; �0) = limz!0;z2R+ 1j!@jz(zd+2~g(w; zun; zvn; �0; 1z ))exist for all j and belong to Sm+j(R� �Rn�1 ; L2(R2++)), and ��2~g(w; xn; yn; �0; �) resp.g(w; �0; �n; �n; �) have the following expansions in decreasing powers of � 2 R+ :
(2.33) ��2~g(w; 1�un; 1�vn; �0; �)� X0�j<N �d�j~g(d;j)(w; un; vn; �0)2 Sm+N;d�N;0(R� ;Rn�1 ;�; L2;un;vn(R2++));g(w; �0; ��n; �%n; �)� X0�j<N �d�jg(d;j)(w; �0; �n; %n)2 Sm+N;d�N;0(R� ;Rn�1 ;�; L2;�n;%n(R2));for any N ; g(d;j) = Fun!�nFvn!%n~g(d;j). (Similar expansions hold on the other rays in �.)



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 17The result is of limited interest because of the scaling involved (and the proof will be leftout). In fact, when g from (2.33) is inserted in the last line of (1.13), we get an expansion:Gu = X0�j<N �d�j OPG(g(d;j)(x0; �0; 1��n; 1��n))u+ remainder;where a certain �-dependence is present in the coeÆcients of �d�j in the sum.However, as we shall see later, more useful expansions are obtained after one takes thenormal trace; see the end of Section 4, and Section 7.3. Polyhomogeneous symbolsA symbol-kernel ~f satisfying De�nition 2.4 1Æ is said to be polyhomogeneous when thereis a sequence ~fj of symbol-kernels in Sm�j;d;s(�;S+) that are quasi-homogeneous of degreem�j+d+s such that ~f�Pj<J ~fj is in Sm�J;d;s(�;S+) for any J . Here quasi-homogeneityof degree m0 means that:(3.1) ~fj(w; xna ; a�0; a�) = am0+1 ~fj(w; xn; �0; �); for a � 1; j�0j � 1; xn 2 R+; � 2 �;it corresponds to homogeneity of degree m0 of the associated Poisson (or trace) symbolfj = Fxn!�ne+ ~fj (resp. fj;c = Fxn!�ne+ ~fj):(3.2) fj(w; a�0; a�n; a�) = am0fj(w; �0; �n; �); for a � 1; j�0j � 1; �n 2 R; � 2 �:A symbol-kernel ~f satisfying De�nition 2.4 2Æ is polyhomogeneous when there is asequence of symbol-kernels ~fj 2 Sm�j;d;s(�;S++), j 2 N , that are quasi-homogeneousof degree m � j + d + s such that ~f �Pj<J ~fj is in Sm�J;d;s(�;S++) for any J . Herequasi-homogeneity of degree m0 means that:(3.3) ~fj(w; xna ; yna ; a�0; a�) = am0+2 ~fj(w; xn; yn; �0; �);for a � 1; j�0j � 1; (xn; yn) 2 R2++; � 2 �;this corresponds to homogeneity of degree m0 of the symbol fj = Fxn!�nFyn!�n ~fj :(3.4) fj(w; ; a�0; a�n; a�n; a�) = am0fj(w; �0; �n; �n; �);for a � 1; j�0j � 1; (�n; �n) 2 R2 ; � 2 �:The exclusion of small j�0j is important here. In fact, when ~f satis�es (1.18) (resp.(1.24)) with � = (�0; �), we say that ~f is strongly quasi-homogeneous, but when merely(3.1) (resp. (3.3)) holds, we say that ~f is weakly quasi-homogeneous.An important special case of functions satisfying De�nition 2.4 1Æ are those obtained bytaking classical quasi-homogeneous (or poly(quasi)homogeneous) Poisson or trace symbol-kernels ~q(w; xn; �) with � 2 Rn , and setting �0 = (�1; : : : ; �n�1), � = �n. We call suchsymbol-kernels strongly polyhomogeneous. Similarly, special cases of De�nition 2.4 2Æ arisefrom classical singular Green symbol-kernels in one more cotangent variable. To verifythis, we need a variant of [GS95, Lemma 1.3], for functions taking values in a Banachspace B (e.g., B = Lp(R+ ) or Lp(R2++), p =1 or 2); we can include a growth factor h�0iÆ.



18 GERD GRUBBLemma 3.1. Let v(w; �0) 2 C1(R��Rn�1 ; B) satisfy, for some Æ 2 R,(3.5) h�0i�Æk@��0@�wv(w; �0)kB _� h�0i�j�j;uniformly in w, for all � and �. Then(3.6) ~f(w; �0; �) = v(w; �0=�) 2 S0;0;0Æ (R��Rn�1 ;R+ ; B);i.e., ~f satis�es (2.2) with m = 0, � = R+ .Proof. The proof follows that of [GS95, Lemma 1.3].First we have, with �0 = �0=� = z�0, z = 1� � 1,(3.7) hz�0i�Æk@��0v(w; z�0)kB = h�0i�Æzj�jk@��0v(w; �0)kB_� zj�j(1 + jz�0j2)�j�j=2 = (z�2 + j�0j2)�j�j=2 � (1 + j�0j2)�j�j=2;where we used that z � 1 and �j�j � 0. This shows the desired estimates (2.2) for j = 0,� = 0. Derivatives in w are included since @�wv is of the same type as v.For j > 0 we observe that(3.8) @jzv(w; z�0) = Xjj=jC�0@�0v(w; �0)j�0=z�0 :Here @�0v(w; �0) satis�esh�0i�Æk@��0@�w@�0v(w; �0)kB _� h�0i�j�j�jj � h�0i�j�j;so the �rst part of the proof shows that @�0v(w; �0)j�0=z�0 and its w-derivatives satisfyestimates as in (3.7): hz�0i�Æk@��0 [@�w@�0v(w; �0)j�0=z�0 ]kB _� h�0i�j�j:By multiplication by �0 (jj = j) and insertion in (3.8) we then �nd thathz�0i�Æk@��0@�w@jzv(w; z�0)kB _� h�0ij�j�j;as required. �Theorem 3.2. Let m 2 Z.1Æ Let ~q(w; xn; �) 2 C1(R� �R+�Rn) be in S+ with respect to xn, uniformly inw, and satisfy (1.18) (i.e., it is quasi-homogeneous of degree m). Set ~f(w; xn; �0; �) =~q(w; xn; (�0; �)). Then(3.9) ~f(w; xn; �0; �) 2 S0;0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ;S+):2Æ Let ~q(w; xn; yn; �) 2 C1(R��R2++�Rn ) be in S++ with respect to (xn; yn), uniformlyin w, and satisfy (1.24) (i.e., it is quasi-homogeneous of degree m). Set ~f(w; xn; yn; �0; �) =~q(w; xn; yn; (�0; �)). Then(3.10) ~f(w; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 S0;0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ;S++):



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 193Æ Similar statements hold more generally when ~q(w; xn; �) (resp. ~q(w; xn; yn; �)) is aclassical polyhomogeneous Poisson or trace (resp. singular Green) symbol-kernel of degreem; the expansion of ~q in quasi-homogeneous terms then corresponds to the expansion of~f in quasi-homogeneous terms.It suÆces for these statements to have ~q de�ned only for �n � 0 and quasi-homogeneousin (xn; �) (resp. (xn; yn; �)) there, for j�j � 1.Proof. 1Æ. It was shown after (1.18) that ~q satis�es(3.11) kxln@kxn@�w@�� ~q(w; xn; �)kL1(R+) _� h�im�l+k�j�j+1;for all indices.Consider �rst the case m = �1. We have from (3.11) in this case that ~f(w; un; �0; 1) =~q(w; un; (�0; 1)) satis�es(3.12) k@��0@�w ~f(w; un; �0; 1)kL1(R+) _� h�0i�j�j; all �; �;uniformly in w. By the quasi-homogeneity (cf. (1.18)), we have for j�0j � 1:(3.13) ~f(w; zun; �0; 1z ) = ~f(w; un; z�0; 1); for z � 1:Applying Lemma 3.1 with Æ = 0 and B = L1(R+ ) to ~f(w; un; z�0; 1), we �nd that~f(w; un; z�0; 1) 2 S0;0;0(R+ ; L1(R+)), so by (3.13), (2.11) holds for l = l0 = 0 withm = d = 0, s = �1.Now let l and l0 be arbitrary. Consider~f (l;l0)(w; zun; �0; 1z ) � uln@l0un ~f(w; zun; �0; 1z ) = uln@l0unq(w; un; (z�0; 1)):Here h�il�l0uln@l0unq(w; un; �) is again C1 and quasi-homogeneous of degree �1, so it followsas above that hz�0il�l0 ~f (l;l0) 2 S0;0;0(R� �Rn�1 ;R+ ; L1(R+)). Thus ~f satis�es all therequirements for belonging to S0;0;�1(R+ ;S+).When m is arbitrary, we write ~f = [�0; �]m+1([�0; �]�m�1 ~f). Here [�0; �]�m�1 ~f is of thekind we have just treated, so (3.9) follows by Lemma 2.8 and (2.27). This ends the proofof 1Æ.For (3.10), we depart from (1.21) in the case m = �2. This gives (for � � 1 where[�] = j�j):(3.14) k@��0@�w ~f(w; un; vn; �0; 1)kL1(R2++) _� h�0i�j�j; all �; �;uniformly in w. By the quasi-homogeneity (1.24), we have for j�0j � 1, since m = �2:(3.15) ~f(w; zun; zvn; �0; 1z ) = ~f(w; un; vn; z�0; 1); for z � 1:By (3.14), we can apply Lemma 3.1 with Æ = 0 and B = L1(R2++), �nding that~f(w; un; vn; z�0; 1) 2 S0;0;0(R+ ; L1(R2++)). Thus, in view of (3.15),~f(w; zun; zvn; �0; 1z ) 2 S0;0;0(R+ ; L1(R2++));so (2.12) holds for l = l0 = k = k0 = 0 with m = d = 0, s = �2.Other values of l; l0; k; k0 are included as in the proof of 1Æ. Then the result is establishedfor m = �2, and it extends to general m as in 1Æ.3Æ follows by combining this with remainder estimates as in the proof of [GS95, Th.1.16] (on the remainder after N terms, each of the relevant norms is O(h�0; �i�N+C) forsome C). �By Fourier transformation, we get from Proposition 2.6:



20 GERD GRUBBCorollary 3.3. Let m 2 Z.1Æ Let q(w; �; �n) 2 C1(R��Rn+�R) be in H+ with respect to �n, uniformly in w, andsatisfy (1.19) (i.e., it is homogeneous of degreem in (�; �n) for j�j � 1). Set f(w; �0; �n; �) =q(w; (�0; �); �n). Then(3.16) f(w; �0; �n; �) 2 S0;0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ;H+):There is a similar statement with H+ replaced by H��1.2Æ Let q(w; �; �n; �n) 2 C1(R� �Rn+�R2) be in H+
̂H��1 with respect to (�n; �n),uniformly in w, and satisfy (1.25) (i.e., it is homogeneous of degree m in (�; �n; �n) forj�j � 1). Set f(w; �0; �n; �n; �) = q(w; (�0; �); �n; �n).Then f(w; �0; �n; �n; �) 2 S0;0;m(R��Rn�1 ;R+ ;H+
̂H��1).3Æ Similar statements hold more generally when q(w; �; �n) (resp. q(w; �; �n; �n)) is aclassical polyhomogeneous Poisson or trace (resp. singular Green) symbol of degree m; theexpansion of q in homogeneous terms then corresponds to the expansion of f in homoge-neous terms.It suÆces for these statements to have q de�ned only for �n � 0 and homogeneous in(�; �n) (resp. (�; �n; �n)) there, for j�j � 1.The theorem and its corollary could also be proved by use of any of the other auxiliarysystems of spaces Sm;d;sÆ (�; B) in (2.15){(2.19).Example 3.4. The above theorem applies to e�xn[�], showing that(3.17) e�xn[�0;�] 2 S0;0;�1(R+ ;S+) � S�1;0;0(R+ ;S+) \ S0;�1;0(R+ ;S+);since it is strongly quasi-homogeneous of degree �1 (recall Example 1.1 and (2.27)). Notethat also e�xnj(�0;�)j 2 S0;0;�1(R+ ;S+). Similarly, the corollary applies to ([�] � i�n)�1,showing that ([�0; �] � i�n)�1 are in S0;0;�1(R+ ;H��1), respectively. On the other hand,e�xn[�0] and ([�0]� i�n)�1 do not �t into this framework.Example 3.5. Let a0(x0; �) be an N�N matrix that is the principal symbol (at xn = 0)of a uniformly elliptic di�erential operator of order m � 1, such that det(a0(x0; �)��) 6= 0for � 2 R�, j(�; �)j 6= 0. Let p0(x0; �; �) = (a0(x0; �) + �mI)�1, and let ~p0(x0; xn; �0; �) =F�1�n!xnp0(x0; �; �). Then there is a sector � around R+ such that a0(x0; �) + �mI isinvertible for � 2 �, and(3.18) r+~p0(x0; xn; �0; �) and r+~p0(x0;�xn; �0; �)2 S0;0;�m(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;S+)
 L(C N � C N ):To see this, consider a ray f� = rei� j r > 0g in � and let � = (� 0; �n) = (�0; r). Thehypotheses imply that the symbol p0(x0; �; �n) = a0(x0; �0; �n) + �mn I has the properties ofa standard elliptic symbol of order m with (n+ 1)-dimensional cotangent variable (�; �n)(for �n � 0); it is polynomial in (�; �n), and its inverse p0(x0; �; �n) is a rational matrix-function of (�; �n). For ~p0(x0; xn; �) = F�1�n!xnp0(x0; �; �n) it is a basic and elementary factin the calculus of [BM71] that r+~p0(x0; xn; �) and r+p0(x0;�xn; �) are quasi-homogeneous



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 21Poisson symbol-kernels of degree �m. Then we get (3.18) by application of Theorem 3.21Æ. The analyticity in � follows from the analyticity of p0.For the full parametrix symbol p(x0; �; �) of a(x0; �) + �mI, where a is a di�erentialoperator symbol with principal part a0 as above, one �nds from Theorem 3.2 3Æ thatr+~p(x0; xn; �0; �) and r+~p(x0;�xn; �0; �) belong to the spaces in (3.18); they are stronglypolyhomogeneous. In fact, the quasi-homogeneity of each term extends smoothly to all�0 2 Rn�1 , � 2 � [ f0g with j�0; �j � 1.Similar statements hold for @k�~p(x0; xn; �0; �), with �m replaced by �m� k.Parametrices of elliptic symbols p that also depend on xn are included by considerationof their Taylor expansions in xn at xn = 0.4. Composition of boundary operators of class 0We now begin to study compositions. For the boundary operators with symbol-kernelsas in Section 2 together with  do's on the boundary, this can be carried out quite simplyby integration in the xn-variable (the \real formulation") and standard  do-rules for thex0-variables; we show this in the following. For compositions involving an interior  do wehave to use the somewhat heavier \complex formulation" in terms of H� spaces (in theFourier transformed variable �n) and their projections; this is the subject of Section 5.Proposition 4.1. Let(4.1) ~g(w; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S++);~t(w; xn; �0; �) and ~k(w; xn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;S+);q(w; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�; C );and let ~g0, ~t0, ~k0 and q0 be given similarly with m, d, s, � and w replaced by m0, d0, s0, �0and w0. De�ne(4.2) m00 = m+m0; d00 = d+ d0; s00 = s+ s0; �00 = � + �0:Then(4.3)1Æ q Æn q0 = q(w; �0; �)q0(w0; �0; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(R�00�Rn�1 ;�; C );2Æ q Æn ~t0 = q(w; �0; �)~t0(w0; xn; �; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(R�00�Rn�1 ;�;S+);3Æ ~k Æn q0 = ~k(w; xn; �0; �)q0(w0; �0; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(R�00�Rn�1 ;�;S+);4Æ ~k Æn ~t0 = ~k(w; xn; �0; �)~t0(w0; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(R�00�Rn�1 ;�;S++);5Æ ~t Æn ~k0 = R10 ~t(w; xn; �0; �)~k0(w0; xn; �0; �) dxn 2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(R�00�Rn�1 ;�; C );6Æ ~t Æn ~g0 = R10 ~t(w; xn; �0; �)~g0(w0; xn; yn; �0; �) dxn 2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(R�00�Rn�1 ;�;S+);7Æ ~g Æn ~k0 = R10 ~g(w; xn; yn; �0; �)~k0(w0; yn; �0; �) dyn 2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(R�00�Rn�1 ;�;S+);8Æ ~g Æn ~g0 = R10 ~g(w; xn; zn; �0; �)~g0(w0; zn; yn; �0; �) dzn2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(R�00�Rn�1 ;�;S++):



22 GERD GRUBBProof. The composition rules in this list are seen from the de�ning formulas (1.6), (1.9)together with the fact that Æn-composition with q or q0 is just multiplication.The results in 1Æ{3Æ then follow from Lemma 2.9 (in fact 1Æ was shown already in[GS95]). 4Æ is a straightforward generalization, using that k~k(jzjun)~t0(jzjvn)kL1 �k~k(jzjun)kL1k~t0(jzjvn)kL1 and that the indices s+1 and s0+1 in (2.11) add up to s00+2in (2.12).Now consider 5Æ. We have from Proposition 2.6 that ~t 2 Sm;d+1;s12 (�; L2;un) and ~k 2Sm;d;s+1� 12 (�; L2;un). This gives on each ray � = rei�:jzd+d0��s�s0�1 R10 ~t(xn)~k0(xn) dxnj = j R10 zd+1��s~t(jzjun)zd0��s0�1~k0(jzjun) dunj� kzd+1��s~tkL2;unkzd0��s0�1~kkL2;un _� h�0im+m0 ;since hz�0i� 12 and hz�0i 12 cancel out. A similar pattern is found for all the derivatives inw, w0, �0 and z, when we note that(4.4) @�(w;w0)@��0@jjzj(zd+d0��s�s0�1 R10 ~t(xn)~k(xn) dxn)= @�(w;w0)@��0@jjzj(R10 zd+1��s~t(jzjun)zd0��s0�1~k(jzjun) dun)and apply the Leibniz formula inside the integral; this shows 5Æ.For the remaining statements in (4.3), the proofs are very similar. We may in factassume d = d0 = s = s0 = 0, since the general case is reduced to this by replacing thesymbol-kernel by its product with zd[�0; �]�s, etc. For 6Æ, we note that ~t1 = ~tÆn ~g0 satis�es:(4.5) jz��1~t1(yn)j = jz��1 R10 ~t(xn)~g0(xn; yn) dxnj= j R10 z~t(jzjun)z��1~g0(jzjun; yn) dunj � kz~t(jzjun)kL2;unkz��1~g0(jzjun; yn)kL2;un ;and hence(4.6) hz�0i� 12 kz��1~t1(jzjvn)kL2;vn� hz�0i� 12 kz~t(jzjun)kL2;unkz��1~g0(jzjun; jzjvn)kL2;un;vn _� h�0imh�0im0 ;since ~t 2 Sm;1;012 (�; L2;un), ~g 2 Sm;1;1(�; L2;un;vn). This shows the basic estimate for 6Æ;derivatives are treated by use of the Leibniz formula. 7Æ and 8Æ are shown similarly; it isused that the application of xln@l0xn or yln@l0yn only hits one of the factors. �Remark 4.2. The symbols resp. symbol-kernels of the operators resulting from composi-tion in all variables follow the usual  do composition rules with respect to the tangentialvariables: If w and w0 are replaced by x0 resp. y0 2 Rn�1 in Proposition 4.1, the resultingsymbols are described by the same formulas as there, now depending on (x0; y0). This isreduced to symbols depending on x0 by the usual reduction for  do's, as given in [GS95,Th. 1.18]. If the given symbols ~f and ~f 0 depend on x0, one changes the right hand factorto y0-form, performs Æn and reduces to x0-form afterwards; this results in expansions(4.7) ~f Æ ~f 0 � X�2Nn�1 (�i)j�j�! @��0 ~f Æn @�x0 ~f 0:Here is another useful rule:



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 23Lemma 4.3. Let ~k(w; xn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(�;S+) and de�ne(4.8) ~g(w; xn; yn; �0; �) = ~k(w; xn + yn; �0; �):Then ~g is a singular Green symbol-kernel in Sm;d;s�1(�;S++).Proof. Consider a ray � = rei�; we can assume that � = 0; moreover we can reduce to thecase d = s = 0, so ~k 2 Sm;0;0. Now by the change of variables wn = un+vn, zn = un�vn,(4.9) Z 10 Z 10 j~k(z(un + vn))j2 dundvn = Z 10 Z wn�wn jk(zwn)j2 12dwndzn= Z 10 wnj~k(zwn)j2 dwn � k~k(zwn)kL2;wnkwn~k(zwn)kL2;wn_� z�1hz�i 12 h�0imz�1hz�0i�1hz�0i 12 h�0im = z�2h�0i2m;by (2.15). With similar estimates of uln@l0unvjn@j0vn~k(un + vn), we �nd that ~g 2Sm;1;0(�; L2(R2++). In view of (2.18), this shows the basic step in the proof that ~g 2Sm;0;�1(�;S++), and in a similar way the desired estimates are found for all the deriva-tives in w, �0 and z. �Example 4.4. Consider P = OP(p), where p is the parametrix symbol of a(x0; �)+�m asin Example 3.5. The singular Green operator G+(P ) = r+Pe�J , where J is the reectionJ : u(x0; xn) 7! u(x0;�xn), has the symbol-kernel(4.10) ~g+(p)(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) = r+~p(x0; xn + yn; �0; �);cf. [G84] or [G96]. It can be regarded in several ways. For one thing, r+~p(x0; xn; �0; �) isa strongly polyhomogeneous Poisson symbol-kernel of degree �m and therefore belongsto S0;0;�m(�;S+) by Theorem 3.2 1Æ, as noted in Example 3.5. Then Lemma 4.3 showsthat ~g+(p) 2 S0;0;�m�1(�;S++). On the other hand, ~g+(p) is a strongly polyhomogeneoussingular Green symbol-kernel and is of degree �m � 1, so Theorem 3.2 2Æ gives that~g+(p) 2 S0;0;�m�1(�;S++), which is consistent with the �rst information.To illustrate this with a simple case, let a(x; �) = j�j2, then for � � 1,(4.11) p(x; �; �) = 1j�j2 + �2 = 12�� 1�+ i�n + 1�� i�n�:Thus(4.12) r+~p(xn; �0; �) = (2�)�1e�xn�; ~g+(p)(xn; yn; �0; �) = (2�)�1e�(xn+yn)�;which is in S0;0;�3(�;S++) by Theorem 3.2 2Æ. Since e�xn� 2 S0;0;�1 (Example 3.4), thecomposition rule (4.3) 4Æ likewise gives ~g+(p) 2 S0;0;�3, which is also what Lemma 4.3gives.The usefulness of the boundary operator calculus is closely connected with the followingrule, showing that the normal trace(4.13) trn ~g = Z 10 ~g(w; xn; xn; �0; �) dxnof a singular Green symbol-kernel is a  do symbol with the right type of parameter-dependence.



24 GERD GRUBBTheorem 4.5. Let ~g be a singular Green symbol-kernel(4.14) ~g(w; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s�1(R��Rn�1 ;�;S++):Then the normal trace of ~g is a  do symbol satisfying(4.15) trn ~g(w; �0; �) = Z 10 ~g(w; xn; xn; �0; �) dxn 2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�; C ):Proof. Reduce to the case d = s = 0, z 2 R+ , so that (2.18) holds with Sm;1;0(�; L2(R2++)).We use the method of the proof of [G96, Th. 3.3.9]. With " to be chosen further below,we estimate
(4.16) j trn ~g(w; �0; �)j2 = �Z 10 "+xn"+xn j~g(w; xn; xn; �0; �)jdxn�2� c"�1 Z 10 ("2 + x2n)j~g(xn; xn)j2dxn� c Z 10 Z 10 �"@yn j~g(xn; yn)j2 + "�1@yn jyn~g(xn; yn)j2� dxndyn� 2c("k~gk k@yn~gk+ "�1kyn~gk k@ynyn~gk);with norms in L2;xn;yn(R2++). (A trace estimate as in [G96, (A.54)] was used to extendthe integration to yn.) This gives with norms in L2;un;vn(R2++):j trn ~gj2 _� "z2k~g(zun; zvn)k kz�1@vn~g(zun; zvn)k+ "�1z2kzvn~g(zun; zvn)k k@vnvn~g(zun; zvn)k_� "z2z�1h�0imz�2hz�0i�1h�0im + "�1z2hz�0ih�0imz�1h�0im _= h�0i2m;where we set " = zhz�0i. This is the basic estimate for trn ~g 2 Sm;0;0(�; C ). Derivativesare treated similarly. �When G is the singular Green operator with symbol-kernel ~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �), the pseu-dodi�erential operator with symbol (trn ~g)(x0; �0; �) will be denoted trnG. Whenm < 1�n,it has a continuous kernel(4.17) KtrnG(x0; y0; �) = ZRn�1 ei(x0�y0)��0(trn ~g)(x0; �0; �) d{�0= ZRn+ ei(x0�y0)��0~g(x0; xn; xn; �0; �) dxnd{�0:When trn ~g 2 Sm;d;0(�; C ) and is holomorphic in �, the symbol multiplied by zd has aTaylor expansion in z at z = 0, by [GS95, Th. 1.12], i.e. an expansion for �!1:



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 25Corollary 4.6. Let ~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;S++), holomorphic in�, and de�ne trn ~g 2 Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ) according to Theorem 4.5.If s = 0, there is an expansion for �!1 on rays in �:(4.18) (trn ~g)(x0; �0; �)� X0�k<N �d�khk(x0; �0) 2 Sm+N;d�N (Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C );for any N ; here(4.19) hk(x0; �0) = 1k!@kz (zd(trn ~g)(x0; �0; 1z ))jz=0 2 Sm+k(Rn�1�Rn�1):For s 6= 0, similar expansions are found after application of (2.28).We note in particular that there is a full expansion of the kernel of trnG for operatorswith m = �1 (as in [GS95, Prop. 1.21]):Corollary 4.7. Let ~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 S�1;d;s�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;S++), holomorphic in�, so that trn ~g 2 S�1;d+s;0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ) by Theorem 4.5 and (2.28). Then thekernel KtrnG(x0; y0; �) has an asymptotic expansion(4.20) Ktrn G(x0; y0; �) �Xk�0�d+s�kKhk(x0; y0);where Khk 2 C1(R2n�2), and KtrnG�Pk<N �d+s�kKhk is in C1(R2n�2��), holomorphicin � 2 Æ� for j�j � c and O(�d+s�N ) in closed subsectors of �, for all N .In particular, if ~g vanishes for x0 outside a compact set, then G is trace class, and thetrace has an expansion for �!1 in closed subsectors of �:(4.21) TrG �Xk�0 ck�d+s�k:Proof. (4.20) is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 4.6, and (4.21) then followssince the trace equals RRn�1 Ktrn g(x0; x0; �) dx0. �We continue the study of asymptotic trace expansions for singular Green operators inSection 7 below (which can be read directly after this).In the next sections we extend the calculus to include operators of class > 0 as well asinterior  do's. 5. Boundary symbols of all classesFor the treatment of compositions with  do's on the interior we need to use the symbolcalculus, working with the xn ! �n Fourier transformed versions of the symbol-kernels.This is preferable because the  do's act multiplicatively and are estimated by sup-normsin the �n-formulation, whereas they act like convolutions in the xn-formulation with morecomplicated estimates. Moreover, we need to include symbols of positive class (and weinclude a notation for negative class too).



26 GERD GRUBBA complete parameter-dependent calculus was worked out in the book [G96], with fullexplanations of the complex machinery (the use of (1.12)). We here need a somewhatspecialized version. To save space, we shall present it while referring as much as possibleto the explanations in the book. Some results here are based directly on results in thebook, so a reader who wants to see full arguments would have to look up some details thereanyway; therefore we shall not strive to make this particular part of the paper selfcontained.We refer to [G96, Sect. 2.2] for a detailed explanation of the spaces H, Hd, H+, H�, H�dand the associated projections hd; h+; h�; h�d , etc. in H.The de�nitions of the symbol spaces for trace operators are extended to include symbolsof general class by de�ning (somewhat similarly to [G96, Def. 2.3.2]):De�nition 5.1. Let m 2 R, d, s and r 2 Z. Let K stand for either of the spacesHr�1;H�r�1 or H+.The space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;K) (often abbreviated to Sm;d;s(�;K)) consists of thefunctions f(w; �0; �n; �) 2 C1(R��Rn��), lying in K with respect to �n, such that whenf is written in the form(5.1) f(w; �0; �n; �) = X0�j�r�1 sj(w; �0; �)�jn + f 0(w; �0; �n; �)with f 0 = h�1;�nf , then(5.2) sj(w; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s�j(R��Rn�1 ;�; C );and f 0 satis�es, with z = 1� ,(5.3) hz�0il�l0h�1@l�n�l0n f 0(w; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z ) 2 Sm;d;s12 (R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;�n(R));for all l; l0 2 N .If f moreover has an asymptotic expansion(5.4) f �Xl2N fm�l;where f �Pl<M fm�l 2 Sm�M;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;K) for anyM 2 N , and the symbols fm�lare homogeneous of degree m+ d� l in (�; �) on the set where j�0j � 1:(5.5) fm�l(w; t�; t�) = tm+d�lfm�l(w; �; �) for j�0j � 1; t � 1;we say that f is (weakly) polyhomogeneous in Sm;d;s(�;K).The spaces Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;H�r�1) are the spaces of (parameter-dependent) tracesymbols of degree m+ d+ s and class r.In view of Proposition 2.6 1Æ, this generalizes De�nitions 2.4 3Æ and 2.5 1Æ, whichcorrespond to the cases H��1 and H+. In the decomposition (5.1), the sum over j is emptywhen r � 0; this holds when K � H�1 (e.g., K = H��1 or H+). Note that f 0 is in the spacewith r replaced by minfr; 0g; it is called \the part of f of class 0" or \the H�1-part." Thesum over 0 � j < r is called \the polynomial part." A formulation in terms of L1 normsis given in Lemma 5.5. The L2-formulation is used in Lemma 5.4.There is also an extended de�nition of singular Green symbols, parallel to [G96, Def.2.3.7]:



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 27De�nition 5.2. Letm 2 R, d, s and r 2 Z. Let K stand for either of the spacesH+
̂H�r�1or H�1
̂Hr�1.The space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;K) (often abbreviated to Sm;d;s(�;K)) consists of thefunctions f(w; �0; �n; �n; �) 2 C1(R��Rn+1��), lying in K with respect to (�n; �n), suchthat when f is written in the form(5.6) f(w; �0; �n; �n; �) = X0�j�r�1 kj(w; �0; �n; �)�jn + f 0(w; �0; �n; �n; �)with f 0 = h�1;�nf , then kj 2 Sm;d;s�j(R� �Rn�1 ;�;H+) for each j, and f 0 satis�es theconditions, with z = 1=�,(5.7) hz�0il�l0+k�k0h�1;�nh�1;%n@l�n�l0n@k%n%k0n f 0(w; �0; j 1z j�n; j 1z j%n; 1z )2 Sm;d�1;s+1(R��Rn�1 ;�; L2;�n;%n(R2));for all l; l0; k; k0 2 N .If f moreover has an asymptotic expansion(5.8) f �Xl2N fm�l;where f �Pl<M fm�l 2 Sm�M;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;K) for anyM 2 N , and the symbols fm�lare homogeneous of degree m+ d+ s� l in (�0; �n; �n; �) when j�0j � 1:(5.9) fm�l(w; t�0; t�n; t�n; t�) = tm+d+s�lfm�l(w; �0; �n; �n; �) for t and j�0j � 1;then f is said to be (weakly) polyhomogeneous, of degree m+ d+ s.The spaces Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H�r�1) are the spaces of (parameter-dependent)singular Green symbols of degree m+ d+ s and class r.For K = H+
̂H��1 this is the space de�ned in De�nitions 2.4 4Æ and 2.5 2Æ, cf. Propo-sition 2.6 2Æ.Remark 5.3. In applications of the decompositions in a polynomial part and anH�1-partit is convenient to observe the following rule, once and for all:(5.10) h�1[@l�n�l0nh�1(@k�n�k0n f(�n))] = h�1[@l�n�l0n@k�n�k0n f(�n)]; for f 2 H; l; l0; k; k0 2 N :The most intuitively understandable proof of this is perhaps to use that the inverse Fouriertransform of the space H is the distribution space(5.11) _S(R) = e+S(R+)u e�S(R�)u C [Æ0 ];where C [Æ0 ] is the space of \ polynomials" P ckÆ(k), Æ(k) = DkxnÆ (cf. [G96, Prop. 2.2.2]).On this space, h�1 corresponds to the projection of _S(R) onto e+S(R+)u e�S(R�) thatremoves the component in C [Æ0 ]. This projection can also be identi�ed with eMrM , whichrestricts the distribution toM = R+[R� and extends the result back to R as a function; it



28 GERD GRUBBgives a function in e+S(R+)ue�S(R�). Recall that @l�n�l0n on H corresponds to il�l0xln@l0xnon _S. Now clearly(5.12) eMrMxln@l0xneMrMxkn@k0xn ~f = eMrMxln@l0xnxkn@k0xn ~f for ~f 2 _S;and this implies (5.10) by Fourier transformation Fxn!�n . Similar rules hold with h�1replaced by h+ or h��1, since they correspond to application of e+r+ resp. e�r� in theinverse Fourier transformed situation.We also observe that when the functions depend on further parameters x0; �0; �, say,then(5.13) h�1;�n@x0;�0;�f(x0; �0; �; �n) = @x0;�0;�h�1;�nf(x0; �0; �; �n);since this holds in the inverse Fourier transformed situation:(5.14) eMrM@x0;�0;� ~f(x0; �0; �; xn) = @x0;�0;�eMrM ~f(x0; �0; �; xn);there are similar rules for h+ and h��1. Multiplication by functions of x0, �0 and � likewisecommute with the projections.In preparation for the general composition rules, we establish some mapping propertiesfor the boundary symbols.Lemma 5.4. Let m 2 R, d, s and r 2 Z.1Æ The mappings h�1, h+, h��1 and h� are continuous from Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;Hr�1)to the space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;K) with, respectively, K = Hminfr;0g�1;H+;H��1 andH�maxfr;0g�1.2Æ In the expansion (cf. [G96, Sect. 2.2])(5.15) f � X�1<j<r sj(w; �0; �)�jn;the mapping f 7! sj(w; �0; �) is continuous:(5.16) Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�;Hr�1)! Sm;d;s�j(R��Rn�1 ;�; C );for j 2 Z, j < r.3Æ The mapping f 7! @l�n�l0nf is continuous from Sm;d;s(R� � Rn�1 ;�;Hr�1) toSm;d;s�l+l0(R��Rn�1 ;�;Hr�l+l0�1) for l; l0 2 N .Proof. 1Æ. The statement for h�1 follows from De�nition 5.1 (when r � 0, h�1 acts likethe identity). The statements for h+ and h��1 are immediate consequences, since h+ andh��1 are (complementing) L2-orthogonal projections in H�1, with(5.17) kh+fk = kh+h�1fk � kh�1fk; kh��1fk = kh��1h�1fk � kh�1fk:The statement for h� follows since it preserves the polynomial part (the sum over 0 � j <r) and acts on H�1 like h��1.



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 292Æ. For j � 0, the statement follows from the de�nition. For j = �1� k, k 2 N , we usethe estimate [G96, (2.2.48)]:(5.18) js�1�kj2 _� kh�1(�knf)kL2;�nkh�1(�k+1n f)kL2;�n= j 1z jkh�1(�knz�kf(j 1z j�n))kL2;�nkh�1(�k+1n z�k�1f(j 1z j�n))kL2;�n :We can let d = s = 0. Then (5.18) gives e.g. for f 2 Sm;0;0, since �knf(j 1z j�n) 2 Sm;�k;k12 :(5.19) j��k�1s�1�k(w; �0; �)j2_� jzj�1��1kh�1(�knz�k��kf(j 1z j�n))kL2;�nkh�1(�k+1n z�k�1��k�1f(j 1z j�n))kL2;�n_� jzj�1��1hz�0i 12 h�0imhz�0i 12 h�0im = h�0i2m:With similar estimates for derivatives, we �nd that s�1�k 2 Sm;0;�k�1(R� �Rn�1 ;�; C ),as was to be shown.3Æ. Clearly, @l�n�l0nf is in Hr�l+l0�1 with respect to �n. For h�1@l�n�l0nf = h�1@l�n�l0nh�1f(cf. (5.10)), the proof of symbol estimates goes as in Lemma 2.10. It remains to considerthe polynomial part pl;l0 of @l�n�l0nf . It consists of those terms in @l�n�l0nPj<r sj�jn (cf. (5.6))for which j � l + l0 � 0, so it equalspl;l0(w; �0; �n; �) = Xl�l0�j<r sj(w; �0; �)cj;l;l0�j�l+l0n = X0�j0<r�l+l0 s0j0(w; �0; �)�j0n ;with cj;l;l0 = �j+l0l �; s0j0 = sj0+l�l0cj0�l+l0;l;l0 :Here we observe, for f 2 Sm;d;s, that sj0+l�l0 2 Sm;d;s�(j0+l�l0)(�; C ) by 2Æ, and this isthe space required for terms in the polynomial part. This shows 3Æ.The continuity assertions are veri�ed by inspection. �We use Lemma 5.4 2Æ in the following proof that the spaces de�ned in De�nition 5.1can also be described in terms of L1 norms:Lemma 5.5. The space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;K) de�ned in De�nition (5.1) may equiva-lently be de�ned by a formulation where the conditions (5.3) are replaced by the conditions(5.20) hz�0il�l0h�1@l�n�l0n f(w; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z ) 2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�; L1(R))(valid for all l; l0 2 N), and everything else is unchanged.Proof. For the terms sj in (5.1) there is nothing to prove, so we can assume that K = H+r�1,Hr�1 or H�r�1 with r � 0. Then f = h�1f , @�nf = h�1@�nf . We reduce to the cased = s = 0 by replacing f by zd��sf . When f satis�es (5.3), then f 2 Sm;0;012 (�; L2;�n) and@�nf 2 Sm;1;�112 (�; L2;�n) implykh�1[f(x0; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z )]k2L1 = kf(x0; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z )k2L1_� kf(x0; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z )kL2;�nk@�nf(x0; �0; j 1z j�n; 1z )kL2;�n_� hz�0i 12 h�0imhz�0i 12 hz�0i�1h�0im = h�0i2m;



30 GERD GRUBBshowing the basic estimate for the assertion. A similar pattern is found for the derivedfunctions. For the opposite direction, we note that �nh�1f = jzj�nh�1f = jzjs�1 +h�1(�nf), where s�1 is the term in the expansion (5.15) of f . Then (recall (2.20))kh�1f(j 1z j�n)kL2;�n = kf(j 1z j�n)kL2;�n � "kf(j 1z j�n)kL1 + "�1k�nf(j 1z j�n)kL1_� "h�0im + "�1(jzjjs�1j+ kh�1[�nf(j 1z j�n)]kL1)_� "h�0im + "�1(jzj�+ hz�0i)h�0im _= hz�0i 12 h�0im;where we set " = hz�0i 12 . This is the basic step, and the derived functions are estimatedin a similar way. �For singular Green symbols, there is a result similar to Lemma 5.4:Lemma 5.6. Let m 2 R, d, s and r 2 Z.1Æ The mappings h�1;�n , h+�n , h��1;�n and h��n are continuous fromSm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;H�1
̂Hr�1) to the space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;K) with, respectively,K = H�1
̂Hminfr;0g�1, H+
̂Hr�1, H�1
̂H��1 and H�1
̂H�maxfr;0g�1.2Æ In the expansion(5.21) f � X�1<j<r kj(w; �0; �n; �)�jn;the mapping f 7! kj(w; �0; �n; �) is continuous from Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;H�1
̂Hr�1) toSm;d;s�j(R��Rn�1 ;�;H�1) for j 2 Z, j < r.3Æ The mapping f 7! h�1;�n(@l�n�l0n@k�n�k0n f) is continuous from Sm;d;s(�;H�1
̂Hr�1)to Sm;d;s�l+l0�k+k0(�;H�1
̂Hr�k+k0�1), for l, l0, k, k0 2 N .Proof. Let us just account for 2Æ; the other proofs are very much like those of Lemma 5.4.The statement follows from the de�nition when j � 0. When j < 0, we estimate as followsfor j = �1 � l, l 2 N , by (5.18) applied with respect to the second variable �n = j 1z jn,setting f 0 = h�1;%nf and taking d = s = 0:
(5.22) ZR jk�1�l(w; �0; j 1z j�n; �)j2 d{�n_� jzj�1 ZR kh�1;%n(%lnz�lf 0)kL2;%nkh�1;%n(%l+1n z�l�1f 0)kL2;%n d{�n_� jzj�2l�2kh�1;%n(%lnf 0)kL2;�n;%n kh�1;%n(%l+1n f 0)kL2;�n;%n_� jzj�2l�2z�hz�0ilh�0imz�hz�0il+1h�0im = �2l+2hz�0ih�0i2m;in view of (2.19). With similar estimates for derivatives, this shows that kj 2Sm;0;�j(�;H�1) as asserted. �We can then also replace L2 norms by L1 norms on R2 :



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 31Lemma 5.7. The space Sm;d;s(R� �Rn�1 ;�;K) de�ned in De�nition (5.2) may equiva-lently be de�ned by a formulation where the conditions (5.7) are replaced by the conditions(5.23) hz�0il�l0+k�k0h�1;�nh�1;%n@l�n�l0n@k%n%k0n f 0(w; �0; j 1z j�n; j 1z j%n; 1z )2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�; L1(R2))(valid for all l; l0; k; k0 2 N), and everything else is unchanged.Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 5.5. �Remark 5.8. Also in the parameter-dependent case, the symbols valued in H+, H��1resp. H+
̂H��1 extend smoothly to �n 2 C �, �n 2 C + resp. (�n; �n) 2 C ��C + withuniformity of estimates (on the lines parallel to R) and holomorphy on the interior.6. Compositions with interior pseudodifferential operatorsAs  do symbols p(x; �; �) on Rn we shall here primarily take the strongly polyhomoge-neous ones, where � follows the rules for cotangent variables, on a par with the cotangentvariables �. For these symbols we take as transmission condition simply the uniform versionof the usual two-sided transmission condition for polyhomogeneous symbols in one morevariable. The resulting condition can then be formulated also for more general  do sym-bols in such a way that it is preserved under multiplication, and we include such symbolsin the calculus.First consider strongly polyhomogeneous  do's:De�nition 6.1. Let p(x; �; �) 2 S0;0;m(Rn�Rn ;�; C ) be strongly polyhomogeneous ofdegree m 2 Z on Rn . We say that p satis�es the uniform transmission condition atxn = 0, when p and its derivatives at xn = 0 are in H as functions of �n such that, withthe notation � = (�; �), � 0 = (�0; �), the decompositions(6.1) �l0np(x0; 0; �) = X�l0�k�m sk(x0; � 0)�k+l0n + h�1[�l0np(x0; 0; �)]hold with polynomials sk of degree m � k in � 0 (the coeÆcients bounded with boundedderivatives in x0), and for all indices,(6.2) jh�1[@l�n�l0n@�x@��0p(x0; 0; �)]j _� h� 0im�l+l0�j�j+1h�i�1;uniformly for � in closed subsectors of �, j�j � 1.The space of symbols satifying these conditions is denoted S0;0;msphg;ut(Rn�Rn ;�; C ).That (6.1){(6.2) together form an appropriate uniform version of the (two-sided) trans-mission condition for symbols with n+1 cotangent variables is accounted for in [GH90], seealso [G96, Sect. 1.2]. The symbols are called holomorphic in � when they are holomorphicin � 2 Æ� for j(�; �)j � ", some " > 0.



32 GERD GRUBBLemma 6.2.1Æ In De�nition 6.1, (6.2) may equivalently be replaced by either(6.3) kh�1[@l�n�l0n@�x@��0p(x0; 0; �)]kL1;�n(R) _� h� 0im�l+l0�j�j (for all indices);or(6.4) kh�1[@l�n�l0n@�x@��0p(x0; 0; �)]kL2;�n(R) _� h� 0im�l+l0�j�j+ 12 (for all indices).2Æ It follows that when p(x; �; �) 2 S0;0;msphg;ut(Rn�Rn ;�; C ), then h�1p belongs to thesymbol space(6.5) h�1p(x0; 0; �; �) 2 S0;0;m(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H�1):Moreover, the projections h+p and h��1p belong to this space with H�1 replaced by H+resp. H��1. Similar statements hold with p replaced by @kxn@j�p and m replaced by m� j.Proof. 1Æ is proved by a variant of the proof of Lemma 5.5: Clearly, (6.2) implies (6.3).Conversely, if (6.1) and (6.3) hold, note that(6.6) �nh�1[�l0np] = h�1[�nh�1(�l0np)] + s�l0�1 = h�1[�l0+1n p] + s�l0�1;cf. (5.10), where the polynomial s�l0�1 is 0 if m+ l0+1 < 0 and is O(h� 0im+l0+1) otherwise.Then by (6.3), j(h� 0i+ j�nj)h�1[�l0np]j _� h� 0im+l0+1;showing (6.2) for l; �; � = 0. Derivatives in �n, x0; � 0 are easily included (for the latter, cf.(5.13)).(6.2) implies (6.4) simply by integration. For the converse direction we use thatsup�n jh�1[�l0np]j2 _� kh�1[�l0np]kL2k@�nh�1[�l0np]kL2 _� h� 0im+l0+ 12 h� 0im+l0� 12 = (h� 0im+l0)2by (6.4). This show the estimates in (6.3), which together with (6.1) suÆce to assure (6.2),as we have already seen. This shows 1Æ.2Æ. � is considered on rays in �; we can assume that the ray is R+ . Denote h�1pby p0 for brevity. Observe that ~p0 = F�1�n!xnp0 by restriction to R� de�nes the functions~p0� = r�~p0 that are (quasi-)polyhomogeneous of degree m in (xn; � 0) with~p0+(x0; xn; � 0) 2 Sm(Rn�1�Rn ;S+); ~p0�(x0;�xn; � 0) 2 Sm(Rn�1�Rn ;S+)(recall (1.20)). Then Theorem 3.2 applies to show that(6.7) ~p0+(x0; xn; �0; �) and ~p0�(x0;�xn; �0; �) 2 S0;0;m(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;R+ ;S+):Since H�1 = H+ _+H��1, a Fourier transformation carries this over into the informationthat p0 = Fxn!�n(e+p0+ + e�p0�) 2 S0;0;m(Rn�1 � Rn�1 ;R+ ;H�1).We can similarly apply Theorem 3.2 to @kxn@j�p, which satis�es De�nition 6.1 with mreplaced by m� j. �For 2Æ above, one could also have appealed directly to a variant of Theorem 3.2 per-taining to L1 norms in the Fourier transformed setting.We get a slightly more general set-up by imitating the above results on h�1-projectionsin a de�nition of the transmission condition for not necessarily strongly polyhomogeneoussymbols:



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 33De�nition 6.3. Let d and m 2 Z.A  do symbol q(x; �; �) 2 S0;d;m(Rn �Rn ;�; C ) will be said to satisfy the uniformtransmission condition at xn = 0 when p = ��dq and its derivatives at xn = 0 are inH with respect to �n, such that the decompositions(6.8) �l0np(x0; 0; �0; �n; �) = X�l0�k�m sk(x0; �0; �)�k+l0n + h�1[�l0np(x0; 0; �0; �n; �)]hold with polynomials sk of degree m�k in (�0; �) (the coeÆcients bounded with boundedderivatives in x0), and there are similar decompositions of all derivatives(6.9) @l�n�l0n@�x@��0p(x0; 0; �)= X�l0�k�m�l�j�j sk;�;�;l(x0; �0; �)�k+l0n + h�1[@l�n�l0n@�x@��0p(x0; 0; �0; �n; �)]with polynomials sk;�;�;l of degree m� k� j�j � l in (�0; �); moreover the h�1-projectionsare assumed to satisfy(6.10) h�1@l�n�l0n@�x@��0p(x0; 0; �; �) 2 S0;0;m�j�j�l+l0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H�1):Then (by Lemma 5.4) the h+ and h��1 projection of @l�n�l0n@�x@��0p belong to these spaceswith H�1 replaced by H+ resp. H��1.The space of such symbols q will be denoted S0;d;mut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ). We say that q is\special �-dependent", if @j�p has all these properties with m replaced by m � j, for anyj 2 N .For a useful calculus, we must show that the product of two symbols satisfying theuniform transmission condition likewise satis�es the condition.Theorem 6.4. When p(x; �; �) 2 S0;d;mut (Rn �Rn ;�; C ) and p0(x; �; �) 2 S0;d0;m0ut (Rn �Rn ;�; C ), then the product p p0 as well as the composition p Æ p0 satisfy(6.11) p p0 and p Æ p0 2 S0;d+d0;m+m0ut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ):Here, if p and p0 are special �-dependent, then so are pp0 and p Æ p0.Proof. We know from the simple product rules that p p0 2 S0;d+d0;m+m0(�; C ), so it is thetransmission condition that has to be checked.Assume �rst that d = d0 = 0, and denote temporarily p(x0; 0; �; �) and p0(x0; 0; �; �) byp and p0. Let us use L1 norms. The most important step is to estimate h�1(�knpp0). Herewe have that
(6.12) �knpp0 = ��knp)p0 = ( X�k�j�m sj�j+kn + h�1(�knp)�� X0�j0�m0 s0j0�j0n + h�1(p0)�= I + II + III + IV;I = X�k�j�m sj�j+kn X0�j0�m0 s0j0�j0n ; II = X�k�j�m sj�j+kn h�1p0;III = X0�j0�m0 s0j0�j0n h�1(�knp); IV = h�1(�knp) � h�1p0;



34 GERD GRUBBwhere the sj and s0j0 are polynomials in (�0; �) of degree m� j resp. m0� j0, with symbolsin S0;0;m�j(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ) resp. S0;0;m0�j0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ). The h�1-terms satisfythe respective versions of (6.10). Now I is a polynomial in (�; �) of degree m +m0 + k,where the coeÆcient ~sl of �l+kn is a sum of products sjs0j0 with j + j0 = l. It follows fromthe elementary product rule Lemma 2.9 that ~sl 2 S0;0;m+m0�l(�; C ). II contributes apolynomial of this kind plus h�1(P�k�j�m sj�j+kn h�1p0), which satis�essup�n jh�1( X�k�j�m sj�j+kn h�1p0)j _� �m+m0+k;by (6.10) and an elementary product rule. III contributes in a similar way. Finally IVsatis�es jh�1(�knp) � h�1p0j _� �m+m0+k:When we add the contributions, we get the sum of a polynomialP�k�l�m+m0 s00l �l+kn withs00l 2 S0;0;m+m0�l(�; C ) and a h�1-term satisfyingsup�n j��m�m0�kz�kh�1(�knp p0)j _� 1;the basic estimate required for (6.10). This sets the general pattern that is found in thetreatment of derivatives as well as Taylor coeÆcients in xn at xn = 0, showing altogetherthat p p0 is as asserted.When d and d0 have general values, we apply the study to zdp and zd0p, �nding thatzd+d0p p0 is in the space with second index zero. Finally, the statement on p Æ p0 followsfrom the general composition formula (1.27) on Rn . �As elliptic elements in the calculus we have at least the symbols in S0;0;msphg;ut(Rn�Rn ;�; C )with invertible, uniformly estimated principal part (as in [G96]); they have parametricesof the same kind. (Whether this extends to elements of S0;0;mut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ) has not yetbeen cleared up.)The heart of the treatment of compositions of boundary operators with interior  do'slies in the following versions of [G96, Lemmas 2.6.2{3]:Lemma 6.5. Let m;m0 2 R and d; d0; s; s0; ~m; r 2 Z.Let q(x0; �0; �) 2 Sm0;d0;s0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ) and let p 2 S0;d0; ~mut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ). Thefollowing mappings are continuous from Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;Hr�1):(6.13) 1Æ f 7! f � q 2 Sm+m0;d+d0;s+s0(�;Hr�1);2Æ f 7! f � p(x0; 0; �; �) 2 Sm;d+d0;s+~m(�;Hr+~m�1):The mapping property in (6.13) 1Æ likewise holds with Hr�1 replaced by H�r�1 or H+in the initial and �nal symbol space. For the mapping in (6.13) 2Æ composed with h�1,h+, h��1 resp. h�, there are similar results with Hr+ ~m�1 replaced by Hminfr+ ~m;0g�1, H+,H��1, resp. H�maxfr+ ~m;0g�1.Proof. 1Æ is a simple product rule (using the Leibniz formula), similar to Lemma 2.9.Now consider 2Æ. We can assume d = d0 = s = s0 = 0 and write p(x0; �; �) instead of



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 35p(x0; 0; �; �). For f and p we have decompositions, by (5.1){(5.3) and (6.10)�.,(6.14) f = X0�j<r�1 sj(x0; �0; �)�jn + h�1f;�knp = X�k�j� ~m s0j(x0; �0; �)�j+kn + h�1[�knp];where sj 2 Sm;0;�j(�; C ), s0j 2 S0;0; ~m�j(�; C ), h�1f 2 Sm;0;012 (�;H�1), and h�1�knp 2S0;0; ~m+k(�;H�1): In the study of f � p, we typically have to consider(6.15) �knfp = � X0�j<r sj�jn + h�1f�� X�k�j0� ~m s0j0�j0+kn + h�1[�knp]�:The product of the two polynomials is a polynomial P�k�l<r+ ~m s00l �l+kn withs00l 2 Sm;0; ~m�l(�; C ). For (h�1f) �P�k�j� ~m s0j�j+kn and for P0�j<r�1 sj�jn � h�1[�knp],we can use Lemma 5.4 3Æ for the multiplication by �j+kn and rule 1Æ above for the multipli-cation by the sj or s0j, to see that they lie in Sm;0; ~m(�;H ~m+r�1). Finally, (h�1f) �h�1[�knp]lies in H�1 and is estimated by use of the L1 norms de�ning the spaces; derivatives aretreated by use of the Leibniz formula.For the last statement, we use that H�r�1 � Hr�1, H+ � H, and that h� and h+ acton the spaces as described in Lemma 5.4 1Æ (based on L2 norms). �The proof is slightly simpler than the one in [G96] since our spaces are fully characterizedby L1 norms here.A similar proof (straightforward when L1 norms are used) shows:Lemma 6.6. Let m;m0 2 R, d; d0; s; s0; ~m; r 2 Z.Let q(x0; �0; �) 2 Sm0;d0;s0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ) and let p 2 S0;d0; ~mut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ). Thefollowing mappings are continuous from Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H�1
̂Hr�1):(6.16) 1Æ f 7! f � q 2 Sm+m0;d+d0;s+s0(�;H�1
̂Hr�1);2Æ f 7! f � p(x0; 0; �0; �n; �) 2 Sm;d+d0;s+~m(�;H�1
̂Hr+ ~m�1);3Æ f 7! h�1;�n [p(x0; 0; �0; �n; �) � f ] 2 Sm;d+d0;s+~m(�;H�1
̂Hr�1):The mapping property in (6.16) 1Æ likewise holds with H�1
̂Hr�1 replaced byH+
̂H�r�1 in the initial and �nal symbol space. For the mappings in (6.16) 2Æ and 3Æcomposed with h+�nh��n , there are similar results with H�1
̂Hr+~m�1 resp. H�1
̂Hr�1 re-placed by H+
̂H�maxfr+ ~m;0g�1 resp. H+
̂H�maxfr;0g�1.We now have all the ingredients for a theorem on Æn-compositions (compositions withrespect to the normal variable xn):Theorem 6.7. Let m;m0 2 R, s; s0; d; d0; r; r0 2 Z. Let(6.17) (i) p(x0; xn; �; �) 2 S0;d;mut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ); with m 2 Z;(ii) g(x0; �0; �n; �n; �) 2 Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H�r�1);(iii) t(x0; �; �) 2 Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H�r�1);(iv) k(x0; �; �) 2 Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+);(v) q(x0; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;s(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C );



36 GERD GRUBBand let p0, g0, t0, k0 and q0 be given similarly with symbols in the spaces with m, d, s andr replaced by m0, d0, s0 and r0. De�ne(6.18) m00 = m+m0; d00 = d+ d0; s00 = s+ s0; r00 = maxfr +m0; 0g:Then the Æn-compositions give rise to Green operators whose symbols are determined bythe following formulas if p and p0 are independent of xn:1Æ p+ Æn k0 = h+�n [p(x0; �; �)k0(x0; �; �)] 2 Sm0;d00;m+s0(�;H+);(6.19) 2Æ g Æn k0 = R + g(x0; �; �n; �)k0(x0; �0; �n; �)d{�n 2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;H+);3Æ k Æn q0 = k(x0; �; �)q0(x0; �0; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(�;H+);4Æ t Æn p0+ = h��n [t(x0; �; �)p0(x0; �; �)] 2 Sm;d00;s+m0(�;H�r00�1);5Æ t Æn g0 = R + t(x0; �; �)g0(x0; �; �n; �) d{�n 2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;H�r0�1);6Æ q Æn t0 = q(x0; �0; �)t0(x0; �; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(�;H�r0�1);7Æ t Æn k0 = R + t(x0; �; �)k0(x0; �; �) d{�n 2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�; C );8Æ q Æn q0 = q(x0; �0; �)q0(x0; �0; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(�; C );9Æ p+ Æn g0 = h+�n [p(x0; �; �)g0(x0; �; �n; �)] 2 Sm0;d00;m+s0(�;H+
̂H�r0�1);10Æ g Æn p0+ = h��n [g(x0; �; �n; �)p0(x0; �0; �n; �)]2 Sm;d00;s+m0(�;H+
̂H�r00�1);11Æ g Æn g0 = R + g(x0; �0; �n; �n; �)g0(x0; �; �n; �n; �)d{�n2 Sm00;d00;s00+1(�;H+
̂H�r0�1);12Æ k Æn t0 = k(x0; �0; �n; �)t0(x0; �0; �n; �) 2 Sm00;d00;s00(�;H+
̂H�r0�1):When p and p0 depend on xn, compositions are obtained by applying the above formulasto the Taylor expansions for p and p0 in xn (such as p(x0; xn; �; �) �Pj2N 1j!xjn@jxnp(x0; 0; �; �)), resulting in asymptotic expansions of symbols as in [G96, Th.2.7.2], lying in the spaces indicated in the right-hand side of (6.19).Proof. We recall from the explanation in [G96] (or earlier sources) that the plus-integralR + (applied to functions in H) vanishes on H� and for f 2 H+ gives(6.20) Z + f(�n) d{�n = limxn!0+F�1�n!xnf = is�1;where s�1 is the �rst coeÆcient in the expansion f(�n) � Pj��1 sj�jn for j�nj ! 1, cf.e.g. [G96, (2.2.44)]. When f 2 H�2, R + f d{�n is just the ordinary integral RR f d{�n.All cases except 1Æ, 4Æ, 9Æ and 10Æ have already been treated in Section 4 when thesymbols have class 0; here R + aa0 d{�n corresponds to the R+ -integral of the product of the



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 37symbol-kernels F�1�n!xnaF�1�n!xna0. For these rules it remains to treat contributions frompolynomials in �n. Here 3Æ and 6Æ are easily achieved by use of Lemma 5.4 3Æ and Lemma6.5 1Æ. For 7Æ we have that when t = P0�j<r sj(x0; �0; �)�jn, and k0 has the expansionk0 �P�1<j0<0 s0j0(x0; �0; �)�j0n as in (5.15), then(6.21)t Æn k0 = Z + X0�j<r sj(x0; �0; �)�jnk0(x0; �; �) d{�n = i X0�j<r sj(x0; �0; �)s0�j�1(x0; �0; �);which lies in Sm;d;s�j � Sm0;d0;s0�(�j�1) � Sm+m0;d+d0;s+s0+1 by Lemma 5.4 2Æ. The con-tributions from polynomials to 2Æ and 5Æ are similarly behaved.1Æ and 4Æ follow from Lemma 6.5. 9Æ and 10Æ follow from Lemma 6.6.This part of the proof is similar to that of [G96, Th. 2.6.1] for xn-independent  dosymbols. The xn-dependent symbols are then treated by a generalization of the argumentsin [G96, Sect. 2.7]. The detailed formulas for the asymptotic expansions resulting from theTaylor expansions are given there; we use that multiplication by powers of xn correspondsto application of powers of �D�n , which, by Lemma 5.4 3Æ and Lemma 5.6 3Æ, just lowersthe s-index. �One can get slightly more general statements concerning classes by taking the class ofp++g resp. p0++g0 into account (it can be lower than that of the individual terms), gettingresults as in [G96, Rem. 2.8.5]. This is important for the study of best possible mappingproperties of elliptic systems, see details in [G90].In the rules above, one can of course replace x0 by (x0; y0) or y0.With this theorem and Theorem 6.4, we have dealt with all occurring compositionsexcept the leftover term in a composition of two truncated  do's:(6.22) L(P;Q) = (PQ)+ � P+Q+:Here we have as in [G96, Th. 2.6.14]:Theorem 6.8. Let p and p0 and the indices be as in Theorem 6.7.1Æ Let p and p0 be independent of xn, and write(6.23) p0 = X0�j�m0 s0j(x0; �0; �)�jn + h�1p0; F�1�n!wnp(x0; �; �) = ~p(x0; wn; �0; �):Then L(p; p0) is a singular Green boundary symbol operator with symbol(6.24) L(p; p0)(x0; �; �n; �) = X0�j<m0 kj(x0; �; �)�jn + g+(p) Æn g�(p0);where
(6.25) kj(x0; �; �) = �ih+ Xj+1�l�m0 p(x0; �; �)s0l(x0; �0; �)�l�1�jn ;g+(p)(x0; �; �n; �) = Fxn!�nFyn!�ne+xne+yn~g+(p);g�(p)(x0; �; �n; �) = Fxn!�nFyn!�ne+xne+yn~g�(p); with~g+(p)(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) = r+ ~p(x0; xn + yn; �0; �);~g�(p)(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) = r� ~p(x0; xn + yn; �0; �);



38 GERD GRUBBg+(p) and g�(p0) depend only on h+p resp. h��1p0. Here(6.26) kj 2 S0;d00;m00�j�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+);g+(p) 2 S0;d;m�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H��1);g�(p0) 2 S0;d0;m0�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H��1);and �nally, with (6.16),(6.27) L(p; p0) 2 S0;d00;m00�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H�maxfm0;0g�1):2Æ When p and p0 depend on xn, L(p; p0) is obtained by applying the above formulato the Taylor expansions for p and p0 in xn; this results in an asymptotic expansion as in[G96, Th. 2.7.5], lying in S0;d00;m00�1(�;H+
̂H�maxfm0;0g�1).Proof. 1Æ The formulas (6.24){(6.25) are shown in [G96] (and date back to [G84]). Sinceh+p 2 S0;d;m(�;H+); h��1p0 2 S0;d0;m0(�;H��1);by (6.10)�., we get from Lemma 4.3:g+(p) 2 S0;d;m�1(�;H+
̂H��1); g�(p0) 2 S0;d0;m0�1(�;H+
̂H��1);and then (6.19 11Æ) shows that(6.28) g+(p) Æn g�(p0) 2 S0;d00;m00�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H��1):For kj , we note that by (6.10)�., h+[�l�1�jn p] = h+[�l�1�jn h+p] is in S0;d;m+l�j�1(�;H+),so that the product rule (6.13 3Æ) gives kj 2 S0;d00;m00�j�1(�;H+). Then the sum over jin (6.24) is in S0;d00;m00�1(�;H+
̂H�m0�1) when m0 > 0 and vanishes when m0 � 0. Takentogether with (6.28), this shows (6.27).2Æ When p and p0 depend on xn, we insert their Taylor series and proceed as in theproof of [G96, Th. 2.7.5]. �For composition formulas with respect to all variables we also have to apply Æ0 (cf.(1.27)�.); this works �ne in a similar way as in Section 4, Remark 4.2. (One changes theright factor into y0-form so that the Æ0-composition is a simple product in (x0; y0)-form;then one reduces to x0-form by the usual formulas | e.g. as in [GS95, Th. 1.18] or [G96,Th. 2.1.18].) For  do's depending on xn, there is moreover a Taylor expansion in xn atxn = 0 to deal with. The whole procedure goes as in [G96, Th. 2.7.6], which generalizesto the present case, with resulting symbol classes as in Theorems 6.4, 6.7 and 6.8:Theorem 6.9. The composition (1.3) of two �-dependent Green operators A and A0 inthe present calculus gives an operator A00 belonging to the calculus. More precisely, whenthe symbols of the entries in (1.3) are as in Theorem 6.7, the resulting symbols of theoperators in (1.4) are in the spaces listed in Theorems 6.4, 6.7 and 6.8. Formulas andnotation for the compositions are as in [G96, Th. 2.7.6].There is one more calculation rule that plays a role in the analysis of trace formulas:The passage from a singular Green operator to its normal trace trnG. This was de�ned



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 39for operators of class 0 in (4.13) in terms of symbol-kernels, and the formula carries overto a very similar formula in terms of symbols: trn ~g satis�es(6.29) trn ~g = Z + g(w; �0; �n; �n; �) d{�n; also denoted trn g:In fact (omitting w, �0 and �, that just enter as parameters), since ~g(xn; yn) 2 S(R 2++),it is the sum of a series of terms ~kj(xn)~tj(yn) with ~kj ; ~tj 2 S(R+), converging in S(R 2++),and there is a corresponding statement for g(�n; �n):(6.30) ~g(xn; yn) =Xj2N ~kj(xn)~tj(yn) converging in S(R 2++); with ~kj ; ~tj 2 S(R+);g(�n; �n) =Xj2N kj(�n)tj(�n) converging in H+
̂H��1; with kj 2 H+; tj 2 H��1:For each term we have, by Fourier transformation,trn(~kj(xn)~tj(yn)) = Z 10 ~kj(xn)~tj(xn) dxn = ZRF~kjF~tj d{�n = Z + kj(�n)tj(�n) d{�n;then the result for g follows by summation.The concept is generalized to operators of positive class by de�ning(6.31) trn g = Z + g(w; �0; �n; �n; �) d{�n;for an arbitrary singular Green symbol g(w; �0; �n; �n; �); again the operator OP0(trn g) willbe denoted trnG. (trn g was denoted �g in [G86,92,96] and used with the present notationin [GS96].)Now Theorem 4.5 is generalized straightforwardly:Theorem 6.10. Let g(w; �0; �n; �n; �) 2 Sm;d;s�1(R� �Rn�1 ;�;H+
̂H�r�1). Then thenormal trace of g is a  do symbol satisfying(6.32) trn g(w; �0; �) = Z + g(w; �0; �n; �n; �) d{�n 2 Sm;d;s(R��Rn�1 ;�; C ):Proof. By de�nition (cf. (5.6)), g has the form(6.33) g(w; �0; �n; �n; �) = X0�j�r�1 kj(w; �0; �n; �)�jn + g0(w; �0; �n; �n; �)where kj 2 Sm;d;s�1�j(R��Rn�1 ;�;H+) for each j and g0 = h�1;�ng is of class 0. Symbol-kernels of class 0 has already been treated in Theorem 4.5, which gives that trn g0 2Sm;d;s(�; C ). We can now add thatZ + kj(w; �0; �n; �)�jn d{�n = is�1�j(kj)(w; �0; �)as in (6.21); this belongs to Sm;d;s�1�j�(�1�j)(�; C ) = Sm;d;s(�; C ) by Lemma 5.4 2Æ. �



40 GERD GRUBBRemark 6.11. As indicated in the introduction and Remark 2.7, it is diÆcult to includegeneral �-independent Poisson symbols (or trace or s.g.o. symbols) in the calculus. Thisdoes not mean that there cannot be useful composition results in special cases. In [GSc99] itis shown how compositions of a �-independent trace operator with a �-dependent Poissonoperator stemming from an elliptic di�erential operator resolvent, gives a  do on theboundary belonging to the weakly polyhomogeneous calculus. For a more general �-dependent Poisson symbol, say k(x0; �0; �n; �) 2 S0;0;0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;H+), one can showusing Remark 5.8 that(6.34) k(x0; �0;�i[�0]; �) 2 S0;0;0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ):This can be used to de�ne compositions fl Æn k with trace symbols fl that are Laguerrefunctions fl = ([�0] + i�n)l([�0]� i�n)�(l+1) (for l � 0), by residue calculus, showing thatthe resulting symbol is in S0;0;0(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�; C ). However, when a general �-indepen-dent trace symbol is expanded in Laguerre functions (cf. e.g. [G96, (2.2.10), (2.3.30)]),extra conditions on the expansion coeÆcients will be needed to get convergence of theseries resulting from performing the composition termwise. We expect to return to thesubject elsewhere. 7. Asymptotic trace expansionsThe operators can be de�ned to act in smooth vector bundles over manifolds withboundary by use of partitions of unity and local trivializations in the same way as in[GK93], [G96]; we can take bundles over compact manifolds, or noncompact manifolds ofthe type called admissible there (they include exterior domains in Rn and Rn+).Observe in particular the e�ect of cut-o� functions: Let(7.1) �(x0; xn) 2 C1(Rn+) with D�� bounded for all �;� = 0 for xn � Æ1(x0); � = 1 for xn � Æ2(x0); 0 < Æ1(x0) < Æ2(x0):Then �(x)K, T�(x), �(x)G and G�(x) can be written with arbitrary high powers of xnas a factor (as in [G96, (2.4.34)�.]); this replaces the symbol class Sm;d;s by Sm;d;s�2N �Sm�N;d;s�N \Sm;d�N;s�N for any large N in view of Lemma 2.10, so in fact the resultingsymbol is in S�1;�1;�1. We have shown:Lemma 7.1. Let �(x) be as in (7.1), and let T , K and G be operators in our calculus.Then �(x)K, T�(x), �(x)G and G�(x) have symbols in S�1;�1;�1.We now consider operators de�ned on a smooth compact n-dimensional manifold Xwith boundary X 0. For singular Green operators in the general symbol classes consideredin [G86,96] one has, by the proof of [G86, Th. 3.3.11] ([G96, Th. 3.3.10]), also taken up in[G92, Appendix]:Proposition 7.2. Let G be a �-dependent polyhomogeneous singular Green operator oforder m and class 0, and of regularity � 2 12Z in its dependence on the parameter � 2 �,as de�ned in [G86]. Let �0 be the largest integer < �. If m < �n, G is trace class and thetrace has an expansion in � for �!1 on rays in �:(7.2) TrG � c0�m+n�1 + c1�m+n�2 + � � �+ cn�1+�0�m��0 + O(�m��+ 14 ):We shall now show that we have full asymptotic expansions for the singular Greenoperators in the present (more restricted) calculus.



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 41Theorem 7.3. Let G be a �-dependent weakly polyhomogeneous s.g.o. of class 0 onX. Assume that the symbol-kernel of G is holomorphic in � and lies in Sm;d;�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;S++) (in local coordinates), so that the normal trace belongs to Sm;d;0(�; C ) inlocal coordinates on X 0. Assume moreover that the homogeneous terms in the normaltrace lying in Sm�j;d;0 with m � j � �n belong to Sm0;d0;0 for some m0 � �n, d0 2 Z.Then G is trace class, and the trace of G has an asymptotic expansion(7.3) TrG �Xj�0 cj�m+d+n�1�j +Xl�0(c0l log�+ c00l )�d�lfor � ! 1 in closed subsectors of �. The coeÆcients cj and c0l are determined from thehomogeneous terms in the symbol.Proof. S.g.o.s on compact manifolds with symbols of degree < �n (order < 1�n) are traceclass (since they are of order �1 on interior patches, and their kernels at the boundaryare continuous in (x0; y0) valued in S++). We have as for the operators studied in [G96](cf. e.g. Th. 4.2.11 there) that the contributions to the trace from coordinate patches nearX 0 are of the form TrX0 OP0(trn g); the trace of a  do on X 0. Since trn g is a weaklypolyhomogeneous  do symbol in Sm;d;0(Rn�1 �Rn�1 ;�; C ), holomorphic in �, we canapply [GS95, Th. 2.1] to OP0(trn g), which gives an expansion as in (7.3) for each localizedcomponent.For interior patches with positive distance from X 0, the contributions to the trace areO(��N ) for any N , in view of Lemma 7.1 and Corollary 4.7. �Remark 7.4. The expansion (7.2) can be useful to see whether some log-terms in (7.3)vanish. As a typical case, consider an s.g.o. G with symbol-kernel ~g 2 S0;0;�d�1(�;S++)for some d � n (in local coordinates near the boundary) so that trn ~g 2 S0;0;�d(�; C ) �S�d;0;0(�; C )\S0;�d;0(�; C ) (recall (2.28)). Both spaces are important; the former assurestrace class and the latter gives the best d-exponent in the application of Theorem 7.3,which shows that TrG �Pj cj�n�d�1�j +Pl(c0l log�+ c00l )��d�l. If G is the s.g.o. termin a resolvent as in [G96, Th. 3.3.2], the regularity number is a half-integer � 2 [ 12 ; d], and(7.2) is an expansion TrG = ~c0�n�d�1 + � � �+ ~cn�1��0��d��0 + O(��d��+ 14 ). This givesthe additional information on the preceding expansion, that the log-coeÆcients c0l vanishfor l � �0.We now also get trace expansions for systems as in (1.1) (Green operators) with �-dependent weakly polyhomogeneous entries, acting in in smooth vector bundles E andF of dimensions N resp. M over X resp. X 0. When A is trace class, the trace equalsTrX(P+ + G) + TrX0 S. For S one has the results for  do's on a closed manifold X 0established in [GS95], so we need not consider it further. For P+ +G one has:Corollary 7.5. Let P+ and G be �-dependent weakly polyhomogeneous operators de-�ned in a smooth vector bundle E of dimension N over a smooth compact n-dimensionalmanifold X with boundary X 0, such that in local trivializations, the symbols p and gsatisfy:(7.4) p(x; �; �) 2 Sm;d;0ut (Rn�Rn ;�; C ) 
 L(C N ; C N );~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 Sm;d;�1(Rn�1�Rn�1 ;�;S++)
 L(C N ; C N )



42 GERD GRUBBand are holomorphic in �. Assume moreover that the homogeneous j'th terms of p andtrn ~g (in Sm�j;d;0 spaces) with m � j � �n belong to Sm0;d0;0 resp. Sm00+1;d00;0 for somem0;m00 < �n, d0; d00 2 Z. Then P+ + G is trace class, and the trace has an asymptoticexpansion in �:(7.5) Tr(P+ +G) �Xj�0 cj�m+d+n�j +Xl�0(c0l log�+ c00l )�d�lfor � ! 1 in closed subsectors of �. The coeÆcients cj and c0l are determined from thehomogeneous symbols, and c0 depends only on P .Proof. By [GS95, Th. 2.1], the diagonal kernel KP (x; x; �) of P (on an open manifoldextending X) is continuous and has a pointwise expansion as in (7.5), so by integrating its�ber trace over X we �nd an expansion of TrX P+ of the form (7.5). A similar expansionis obtained when we add the contribution (7.3) from G to this. �Remark 7.6. For operator families A(�) de�ned over noncompact manifolds with bound-ary, admissible with admissible vector bundles as de�ned in [GK93], [G96], the corollaryextends immediately to the operators �A(�) obtained by composition with a morphism �of compact support.The problems treated in [GS95], [GS96] and [G99] belong to this calculus, in fact toa more restricted class, since the interior  do is a di�erential operator resolvent and theoccurring s.g.o.s are �nite sums of products K(�)S(�)T (�) with K(�) and T (�) stronglypolyhomogeneous.Example 7.7. Consider the resolvent R(�) of the realization PT of P = ��+ P1 on Rn+with the boundary condition Tu = 0; Tu = @xnu(x0; 0)� (1��x0) 12u(x0; 0), and P1 a d.o.of order 1. Here R(�) = (PT + �2)�1 solves the problem (with f 2 L2(Rn+), u 2 H2(Rn+))(7.6) (P + �2)u = f on Rn+ ; @xnu(x0; 0)�OP0(h�0i)u(x0; 0) = 0:We let � � 1; it could also be taken complex. One �nds that R(�) = Q(�)+ + G(�) =OP(q)+ + OPG(~g), where q(x; �; �) 2 S0;0;�2sphg,ut(R+ ; C ) with principal part [�; �]�2 and~g(x0; xn; yn; �0; �) 2 S0;0;�3(R+ ;S++) with principal part c([�0;�]�h�0i)[�0;�]([�0;�]+h�0i)e�[�0;�](xn+yn).By the composition rules in Theorem 6.7 9Æ and 10Æ and Theorem 6.8, R(�)k = Q(�)k+ +G(k)(�) = OP(qÆk)+ + OPG(~g(k)), where qÆk 2 S0;0;�2ksphg,ut and ~g(k) 2 S0;0;�2k�1(R+ ;S++).Let � 2 C1(0)(Rn+) and let k > n2 . It is well-known that Tr(�Qk+) has an expansionPj�0 aj�n�2k�j (with aj = 0 for j odd). For G(k), the normal trace of the symbol-kernel isin S0;0;�2k(R+ ; C ) � S�2k;0;0(R+ ; C )\S0;�2k;0(R+ ; C ), so by Theorem 7.3, Tr(�G(k)(�)) �Pj�0 bj�n�1�2k�j +Pl�0(b0l log�+ b00l )��2k�l. The theory of [G96] likewise applies, andhere G(k) is of regularity 1, so we see that b00 = 0. To this we add the expansion ofTr�Qk(�)+, obtaining an expansion(7.7) Tr�(Qk(�)+ +G(k)(�)) �Xj�0 cj�n�2k�j +Xl�1 c0l��2k�l log�:



WEAKLY POLYHOMOGENEOUS CALCULUS 43There is a corresponding heat trace expansion, obtained from Tr�(Qk(�)+ +G(k)(�)) bythe transition formulas explained in detail e.g. in [GS96]:(7.8) Tr(�e�tPT ) �Xj�0 ~cjt j�n2 +Xl�1 ~c0lt l2 log t:One can replace P + �2 by (D4xn ��2x0 + �4)=(��+ �2) in (7.6) to get a case where theinterior operator di�ers from those in [G99].References[BM71] L. Boutet de Monvel, Boundary problems for pseudo-di�erential operators, Acta Math. 126(1971), 11{51.[Gi98] J. Gil, Heat trace asymptotics for cone di�erential operators, Potsdam University Thesis 1998.[G84] G. Grubb, Singular Green operators and their spectral asymptotics, Duke Math. J. 51 (1984),477{528.[G86] , Functional Calculus of Pseudo-Di�erential Boundary Problems, Progress in Mathe-matics, vol. 65, Birkh�auser, Boston, 1986, 512 pp.[G90] G. Grubb, Pseudo-di�erential boundary problems in Lp spaces, Comm. Part. Di�. Eq.15 (1990), 289{340.[G92] , Heat operator trace expansions and index for general Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundaryproblems, Comm. P. D. E. 17 (1992), 2031{2077.[G96] , Functional Calculus of Pseudodi�erential Boundary Problems, 2nd Edition, Progressin Mathematics, vol. 65, Birkh�auser, Boston, 1996, 522 pp.[G99] , Trace expansions for pseudodi�erential boundary problems for Dirac-type operatorsand more general systems, Arkiv f. Mat. 37 (1999), 45{86.[GH90] G. Grubb and L. H�ormander, The transmission property, Math. Scand. 67 (1990), 273{289.[GK93] G. Grubb and N. J. Kokholm, A global calculus of parameter-dependent pseudodi�erentialboundary problems in Lp Sobolev spaces, Acta Math. 171 (1993).[GSc99] G. Grubb and E. Schrohe, Trace expansions and the noncommutative residue for manifoldswith boundary, Preprint no. 20, Copenh. Univ. Math. Dept. Preprint Ser. 1999, to appear in J.Reine Angew. Math. 536 (2001).[GS95] G. Grubb and R. T. Seeley,Weakly parametric pseudodi�erential operators and Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary problems, Invent. Math. 121 (1995), 481{529.[GS96] , Zeta and eta functions for Atiyah-Patodi-Singer operators, J. Geom. Analysis 6 (1996),31{77.[L98] P. Loya, The structure of the resolvent of elliptic pseudodi�erential operators, M.I.T. Thesis1998.[Sh78] M. A. Shubin, Pseudodi�erential Operators and Spectral Theory, Nauka, Moscow, 1978, (Rus-sian); Springer Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, 1987.Department of Mathematics, University of Copenhagen, Universitetsparken 5,DK-2100 Copenhagen, Denmark.E-mail address: grubb@math.ku.dk


